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Abstract 
Genomic variations such as Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNP ) and their un-
derlying haplotype patterns in case-control cohorts are used to identify genes associ-
ated with diseases. Complex diseases involve multiple genes which may be distributed 
over the genome. A popular technique for detecting such markers and patterns is the 
sliding window technique using statistical models. However, the statistical techniques 
used are computationally expensive, and derived patterns are typically restricted 
both in length and to consist of contiguous markers. In this thesis, we have devel-
oped a cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithm (CCGA) that can compute both 
contiguous and non-contiguous marker haplotype patterns from case-control hap-
lotype data; moreover, this algorithm can tolerate missing/ ambiguous posit ions in 
haplotype data arising during haplotype phasing from genotypes. 
We have tested our algorithm on three case-control cohorts (the Ankylosing 
Spondilit is (AS) inflammatory arthrit is cohorts from Alberta (AL) and Newfound-
land (NF) populations (genotyped for the ILl gene cluster on chromosome 2) and th 
J apanese Schizophrenia cohort (genotyped for the N etrin G 1 gene on chromosome 1)). 
The results obtained using our CCGA are in strong accordance with previously pub-
lished results. Specifically, (1) in the AL spondylitis cohort, we have found significant 
haplotype patterns (p < 0.0005 and haplotype risk ratio 2: 1.5) that confer suscepti-
bility of four genes (ILlA, ILlB, IL1F7 and ILlFlO) with AS, three of which (ILlA, 
ILlB, ILlFlO) were confirmed by two independent studies; and (2) in the Japanese 
schizophrenia cohort, 7 SNPs (rs4481881, rs4307594, rs3924253, rs4132604, rs1373336, 
rsl444042, and rs96501) and their haplotypes showed significant (p < 0.0005 and hap-
ii 
lotype risk ratio 2: 1.5) association with schizophrenia, the most significant of which 
(rs4307594, rs3924253, and rs1373336) were confirmed by two independent studies. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
The sequencing of t he complet e human genome gives us t he hope to isolate or de-
tect the genomic regions or genes that are responsible for various genetic diseases. 
Human genetic diseases are separat ed into two basic classes - Mendelian diseases 
(characterized by mutation in a single gene) and complex or multi-factorial diseas s 
(charact erized by mult iple mutations distributed across multiple genes) [8, 42, 50]. 
The relationship between t he genotype and its associated complex disease phenotype 
is still an open challenge. There are several bottlenecks t hat hinder th process of 
investigating the biological activity of complex disease at t he molecular level [19]. 
In particular, the availability of large genetic datasets for complex disease analy-
sis requires a computationally feasible approach, and many proposed algorithms for 
invest igating problems related to complex diseases are simply too expensive to use. 
Investigations of complex diseases mainly have focused on t he analysis of hu-
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man deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) variations known as single nucleotide polymor-
phisms (S P). The common approach applies classical statistical methods that are 
computationally intensive and restricted to computing patterns from a small number 
of contiguous SNPs [14, 15]. This restriction to contiguous SNPs means that this 
approach is unable to detect multiple widely distributed genes that are characteris-
tic of complex diseases [49]. Different approaches have been proposed to alleviate 
these problems; unfortunately these approaches frequently neglect biologically rele-
vant information such as human genome variation. We need a biologi ally r 1 vant 
and computationally useful approach that can solve the problem of detecting genomic 
regions for complex diseases. 
1.2 Objectives 
The intent of this thesis is to contribute to the area of investigating complex disease by 
proposing a computationally feasible algorithm for the detection of multiple mutations 
in the human genome associated with complex diseases that incorporates knowledge 
of human genetic variation. Detecting susceptible regions over the entir human 
genome is not the focus of this thesis; instead, our proposed algorithm attempts to 
alleviate the restrictions that the common statistical method faces while computing 
susceptibility in a segment of human genome. 
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1.3 Contribution 
The main contribution of the thesis is to propose a practical algorithm for haplotype 
pattern detection using case-control SNP data. The primary consideration while 
designing this algorithm is to overcome the problems that previous statistical models 
could not handle. The specific contributions are as follows: 
1. We have designed a cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithm (CCGA) to 
detect disease susceptible SNPs and their underlying haplotypes in a segment 
of any human chromosome using case-control data (Section 4.3). There is no 
existing CCGA scheme that solves the problem. The proposed algorithm com-
putes susceptibility of contiguous and non contiguous haplotypes which allows 
detection of disease susceptible genes that are physically far apart from each 
other in the genome. 
2. The current technology produces SNP data which are also known as genotypes. 
There are different types of algorithms that construct haplotype data from 
these genotypes. After the construction of haplotypes, there can exist missing or 
ambiguous data. We have proposed a new algorithm that can handle ambiguous 
or missing data while computing susceptibility of haplotypes (Section 4.3.3). 
3. We have applied our CCGA algorithm to three published datasets (Section 
5.1). Previous analyses of these datasets used statistical techniques to detect 
susceptible SNPs and haplotypes. Results obtained by our CCGA are in strong 
accordance with previously published analyses. Moreover, the computational 
effort required by our approach is much less than that of the statistical methods. 
3 
Preliminary descriptions of these contributions have appeared in [61, 62, 63] . 
1.4 Organization 
In Chapter 2, we review background knowledge necessary for the problem examined 
in this thesis. In Section 2.1, we review classical genetics and its molecular imple-
mentations. This includes an extended description of a particularly important kind 
of molecular sequence variation called SNPs. In Section 2.2, we review the analytical 
models of these variations for both Mendelian and complex diseases. 
In Chapter 3, we formulate the problem of detecting haplotype patterns for a 
complex disease in a case-control cohort. In Section 3.1, we review the general problem 
of detecting genomic regions for diseases and formulate our specific problem. In 
S ction 3.2, we also review previously proposed methods that have been successful in 
the detection of susceptible SNPs and haplotypes in complex diseases. The advantages 
and disadvantages of each method are also discussed, giving a set of requirements 
for a desired approach that can handle the problems pointed out for the previous 
approaches. 
In Chapter 4, we propose an algorithm that satisfies the requirements listed in 
Chapter 3. In Section 4.1, we outline the basic mechanism of a standard genetic 
algorithm. In Section 4.2, we then describe the basic mechanisms of a CCGA scheme 
as well as the differences between CCGA and standard genetic algorithms. Finally, 
in Section 4.3, we give the details of our proposed CCGA scheme for the detection of 
susceptible SNPs and their underlying haplotypes. 
In Chapter 5, we analyze the performance of our CCGA. In Sections 5.1 and 5.2, 
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the datasets and important parameters for the experiments are discussed. In Section 
5.3, this performance is analyzed by assessing the evolutionary force of th algorithm 
with statistical significance tests. In Section 5.4, the quality of results obtained by 
the proposed CCGA is compared with published results. In Section 5.5, the chapter 
concludes with a discussion of the advantages and the disadvantages of the proposed 
algorithm. 
Finally, in Chapter 6, we give our conclusions and sketch a road map of directions 
for future research. 
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Chapter 2 
Background 
Human genetics investigates inheritance both in the classical genetic sense and at the 
molecular level. Current advances in human genetics are mainly focused on human 
disease investigation. Molecular mechanisms are key to understanding human disease; 
however, it is also critical to adapt classical genetics models to work at the molecular 
level. 
In this chapter, we review basic genetics and its relationship to the analysis of 
dis ase. In Section 2.1, we introduce the basic entities of classical human genetics 
and their associated molecular mechanisms. Models for analyzing human genetic 
disease are discussed in Section 2.2. 
2.1 Human Genetics 
Human genetics gives us knowledge of inheritance of characteristics that occur in 
human beings. The first achievements in genetics were in the 19th century, when 
Gregor Mendel investigated plant hybridization and established the basic theory of 
6 
inheritance. In modern genetics, the various concepts in the classical theory of in-
heritance can be understood at the molecular level. In particular, molecular genetic 
variation gives important insights about the molecular basis of complex diseas s. 
In Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, we outline the classical genetic concepts and their im-
plementations in molecular genetics (see Figure 2.1) . In Section 2.1.3, the properties 
and definitions related to a particularly important molecular variation, namely SNPs, 
are discussed (see Figure 2.2). More details may be found in standard textbooks such 
as [56, 51]. 
2.1.1 Classical Genetics 
In this section, we will review various concepts from classical genetics (see Figure 
2.1(A)). 
2.1.1.1 Gene 
In classical genetics, a gene corresponds to a particular characteristic of an organism. 
An allele corresponds to a particular state of that characteristic. For example, Gregor 
Mendel experimented with the color and texture characteristics of pea plants. He 
hybridized smooth yellow peas with wrinkly green peas and the offspring produced 
peas with yellow color and smooth skin. Such experiments showed that the offspring 
plant inherited the color and texture characteristics from its parents ' plants. More 
complex characteristics may actually be encoded by a group of genes (i.e. gene for 
human eye color). 
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2 .1.1 . 2 C hromosome and Locus 
A chromosome is a unit of heredity containing a linearly ordered sequence of genes. 
The concept of chromosome was introduced by Karl Wilhelm von Ngeli in 1842 when 
he was investigating plant cells. In 1910, Thomas Hunt Morgan showed that chromo-
somes are the carriers of genes. Different organisms are characterized by the number 
of distinct chromosomes and the number of copies of each chromosome that they 
have. In human beings, there are 23 pairs of chromosomes where each member of a 
pair is inherited from one of the parents. Thus, each gene on a human chromosome 
has two alleles corresponding to the alleles inherited from each parent. If th alleles 
are the same for both parents, the gene is homozygous, and if the all les are different, 
it is heterozygous. The set of alleles for a parent is known as a haplotype, and the 
set of allele-pairs from the two parents is known as a genotype (see Figure 2.2). 
In genetics, the term locus is commonly used to refer to genetic functional regions. 
The chromosomal position of a gene is also known as a locus [56] . Figure 2.1 (A) shows 
a locus on a chromosome corresponding to a gene. 
2.1.2 Human Molecular Genetics 
In this section, we will discuss some of the basic terminology of molecular genetics 
(see Figure 2.1(B)). More detailed descriptions are given in [56]. 
2.1.2.1 Prote in 
The first molecule that was believed to be t he basic element of any biological function 
was protein. Some proteins called enzymes catalyze biochemical reactions which are 
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Fig. 2.1: Concepts in Classical and Molecular Genetics. (A) Classical genetic concepts 
and their implem ntations in DNA. (B) The relationship between DNA, RNA and 
protein. The relationships shown in (B) form what is known as the Central Dogma 
of molecular genetics [56]. 
crucial to metabolism [57]. The role of protein was first described by James Sumner 
who showed that the enzyme urease is a protein. Proteins are ssential parts of 
organisms and participate in every process within cells. Proteins also have structural 
or mechanical functions: i.e. actin and myosin proteins maintain cell shape. 
The first protein sequence was not available until 1958 when Frederick Sanger 
sequenced the insulin protein. Proteins are strings of amino acids; 20 primary amino 
acids are known to exist. The function of a protein is dependent on its sequence, 
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specifically on the 3 dimensional folded shape of the sequ nee. 
2.1.2.2 Deoxyribonucleic Acid (DNA) and Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) 
Until the discovery of DNA, scientists believed protein alone was responsible for the 
functions of human cells, including inheritance. DNA consists of an array of genes 
which encode the proteins that function in the human body. The construction of a 
protein from a DNA sequence is a two fold task. Before explaining protein formation, 
we need to know the basic structure of DNA. 
In this thesis, we will focus on the DNA that makes up the 23 pairs of chromosomes 
inside the nuclei of human cells.1 The basic components that form DNA strands are 
known as nucleotides or bases. There are four types of nucleotides - adenine (A), 
cytosine (C), guanine (G) and thymine (T). The arrangement of DNA in a cell nuclei 
maintains a form known as the DNA double helix. The double helix is formed by 
following the properties where A bonds with T and Cbonds with G [51]. These pairs 
of bonds are known as complementary bases. 2 
Another type of molecule that can be observed in human cell nuclei is RNA. RNA 
is a nucleic acid that can be thought of as a string consisting of nucleotides: A, C, G 
and t he nucleotide Uracil (U). In typical nuclei processes such as transcription and 
translation (see below) RNA is a single stranded molecule. 3 
1 DNA also can be found in other cell organelles such as mitochondria and chloroplasts [56]. 
2 A base-pair is denoted as bp, 103 bp is known as 1 Kilo base (kb) and 106 bp is known as 1 
Megabase ( mb) 
3RNA can also exist in double stranded or folded forms [6]. 
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2.1.2.3 M olecula r Implem entations of Classical Genetic Concepts 
Each chromosome in a cell consists of a D A double helix. The entire D A strand 
from the 23 pairs of chromosomes is known as the human genome [51, 56]. The region 
or locus of a single stranded DNA in a chromosome that encodes a protein is known 
as a gene. An allele corresponds to a particular DNA sequence for that gene. The 
number of genes in the human genome is yet to be confirmed but an approximate 
estimate tells us that the number of genes is between 80,000 and 100,000 [65]. 
Typically, in the double helix form of DNA in chromosomes, one strand is con-
sidered as the coding strand, where genes are expressed as proteins. Only a small 
fraction of DNA in complex organisms is expressed to form a protein [56]. The DNA 
regions that contain genes are implemented in protein in two steps - transcription 
and translation (see Figure 2.1(B)). In the first step (transcription) , the DNA coding 
strand in the gene region is used to produce a complementary RNA strand. In the 
second step (translation), this RNA strand is processed to form a protein. 
2.1.3 Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP) 
Current genotyping technology gives a single genotype sequence that corresponds 
to the haplotypes inherited from the parents. The parents provide two allel s for 
each genotype position; if the parents provide the same allele, the position is in the 
homozygous state, and if these alleles are different it is in the heterozygous state. The 
alignment of the genotypes of any two persons will show nucleotide variation in some 
positions. These variations are known as single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (see 
Figure 2.2). S IPs are typically physically distant from each other by approximately 
11 
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SNP SNP 
+ + 
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1Iuliviclual2 Genotype A C~T G C T G T C T. T C G A 
j t heterozygous state AT and I homozygous state T and C I 
- - homozygous state A 
Fig. 2.2: SNP Variation in Two Individuals. 
1000-1300 bases on DNA strands. Millions of SNPs have been successfully sequenced 
during the human genome project and the subsequent HapMap project for various 
analytical purposes. It has been observed that less than 1% of SNPs result in variation 
in protein. As of 2007, the International Hapmap Consortium has identified and 
mapped 3.1 million S Ps, and determining which of t hese SNPs have functional 
activities is currently a major area of research [58]. 
In this section, we will examine various aspects of SNPs that will be useful in this 
thesis, including general properties of SNP data (Section 2.1.3.1), linkage between 
SNPs (Section 2.1.3.2), haplotype pattern structure (Section 2.1.3.3) and problems 
with SNP data (Section 2.1.3.4). 
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2 .1.3.1 General Properties of SNP D ata 
Curr nt genotyping methods produce SNPs in digital form and the properties of these 
digitized SNPs are important for any genetic analysis that includes S Ps. Ther are 
some basic established properties of SNP data that need to be considered before doing 
any types of analysis: 
1. In any individual haplotype, each SNP position contains any two of the four 
nucleotides A,C,G, and T; these nucl otides are known as alleles. 
2. In each SNP, the two alleles (see Section 2.1.3) are distinguished by their fre-
quencies in a population. The major allele is the allele that is most frequent in 
that SNP position and the minor allele is the less frequent one. 
3. The sequenced SNPs are linearly ordered according to their chromosomal posi-
tion. 
In Section 2.1.1, we described genotype and haplotype with regards to DNA. In 
regards to SNPs, the genotype and the haplotype need to be explained. For S Ps, a 
haplotype of an individual is a set of contiguous alleles that corresponds to the SNP 
positions [22]. Each individual has two haplotypes, inherited from that individual's 
parents. Haplotypes are also known as phase data. Popular sequencing technologies 
produce the two parental alleles for each of SNPs from the chromosomal region. This 
confl.ation of these two alleles for each SNP site is known as genotype or unphase 
data (see Figure 2.3). In complex disease association studies, haplotypes reveal more 
significant genetic variations than single SNP associations [10]. The conversion of a 
genotype into its associated pairs of haplotypes is a complex problem in computational 
13 
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biology and it will be discussed in Section 3.1 . In the remainder of this thesis, we 
will use the terms genotype and haplotype relative to SNPs. 
2.1.3.2 Assessing the Degree of SNP Linkage 
Individual symbols in a mathematical sequence are typically assumed to be indepen-
dent; however, SNPs in biological sequences are not independent. Groups of contigu-
ous SNPs are often dependent and travel together as a block over generations. 4 This 
concept of SNP groups is known as linkage disequilibrium (LD). SNPs that are in 
high LD reside in close physical proximity on a chromosome, and such groups often 
contain a single gene or a set of closely related contiguous gene . The most commonly 
used measures of LD between a pair of S Ps are D' and r 2 (the computation detail 
of LD is given in Section 4.3.3). The respective range of D' and r 2 is betwe n 0 and 
4T he sizes of SNP groups that travel together in the human genomes is variable in length. The 
reasons for these variability are still unknown [3] . 
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1. In terms of pairwise LD, D' = 1 (known as complete LD) means the LD between 
this pair of SNPs has not been disrupted by any biological facts (i.e. recombination) 
for generations [3, 43]. The r 2 measure defines the correlation of alleles in the SNP 
pair, such that where r 2 = 1 is known as complete LD. 
2 .1.3.3 Haplotype Blocks and Haplotype Patterns 
Haplotypes in the human genome have a block-like structure, so that a set of alleles 
from contiguous SNPs form a haplotype block if the S Ps are strongly linked. A 
set of S Ps that are strongly linked contains very few haplotype blocks. Recent 
studies have revealed this property of the haplotype blocks by examining different 
populations [14, 19]. Haplotype blocks can stretch as long as 100kb and thi length 
differs in different populations. 
In this thesis, we need to talk about a type of haplotype block consisting of 
alleles from non-contiguous SNPs. A haplotype pattern is a set of alleles that is 
obtained from a set of contiguous and non-contiguous S Ps that are linearly ordered 
in the genome. Complex disease analysis needs both haplotype blocks and haplotype 
patterns to locate underlying genes associated with SNPs [30] . 
2 .1.3.4 Problems with SNP Data 
As noted earlier, we want to analyze haplotypes to investigate possibl haplotype 
patterns related to a complex disease. However, due to technological limitations, th 
haplotype data may be problematic in two ways: 
1. In the process of obtaining a genotype, there may be positions at which genotype 
data are missing. 
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2. Even given a complete genotype, known techniques for deriving associated hap-
lotypes may leave certain positions unresolved. 
Both missing and unresolved data are considered as missing data in the literature 
[24, 53]. The best method that constructs haplotypes from genotype data can have 
at most 20% of missing or unresolved data in the haplotypes [53]. The HapMap 
consortium implemented a quality control (QC) filter to map the human haplotypes. 
Their QC filter ignores genotype data if it contains :2: 20% missing data [58]. This 
policy is simple to implement; however, ignoring missing data means a great loss of 
information for complex disease analysis. Hence, we have to handle missing data 
while investigating haplotype data. In Section 4.3.3, we propose an algorithm that 
can handle missing or unresolved data that arises in haplotypes. 
2.2 Genetic Analysis of Human Disease 
Though classical genetic analysis of human diseases concentrated on Mendelian dis-
ease, modern human genetics has shifted the focus towards the investigation of com-
plex disease. With the completion of the human genome sequence in 2000, genome-
wide scans for complex diseases became feasible. However, to analyze complex disease 
with the availability of large molecular genetic datasets, we have to adapt the classical 
genetic models of disease analysis. 
In this section, we will discuss the various types of genetic data and the analytical 
models that use these data to isolate disease susceptible genes. In Section 2.2.1, a 
brief description of the different types of molecular data will be presented. In Section 
2.2, we will discuss two basic analytical models that are used to investigate Mendelian 
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disease and complex disease. 
2.2.1 Human Genetic Data 
Genetic analysis for human disease uses a wide range of molecular data that includes 
DNA sequence, RNA sequence, protein sequence, gene microarray expression, micro 
satellite, copy number variation ( CN V) and SNPs [56]. Each dataset has its own 
properties and the use of these data is dependent on the objective of the investigation. 
To determine the genetic basis of human disease, analysis mainly focuses on using 
DNA variation or SNPs for mapping human disease to specific genomic regions. The 
analytical models that use 8 P data are discussed in the following sections. 
2.2.2 Analytical Models 
In genetic disease association studies, there are two basic types of analytical models 
that can be adapted: family-based linkage study and case-control association study. 
These are explained below. 
A disease's history in a family can have a genetic basis. The genetic analysis 
of such diseases uses a family-based model. The family-based model dissects the 
genetics of complex disease at the individual level. Family members are genotyped 
according to their history of a disease, and these SNPs and haplotypes are analyzed 
to point out possible mutations in a family member that may be associated with that 
disease. This model of analysis is also known as linkage study. The data required for 
linkage analysis is hard to find; moreover, this investigation only focuses on finding 
the g netic structure of a complex disease relative to a particular family and may not 
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provide information for that disease relative to an entire population [10]. 
The case-control model dissects the genetics of complex disease at the population 
level. The set of all individuals examined as part of a case-control study is known 
as the cohort of that study. The case group in a cohort is the individuals that are 
diagnosed with a disease by a physician and the control group in that cohort i thos 
individuals diagnosed with absence of the disease. The case-control model is useful 
in disease analysis because it points out the significant differences in occurrence of 
S P alleles between the case and control groups. We have chosen to adapt the 
case-control model to investigate complex disease association with S Ps and th ir 
haplotypes because it has been proved that case-control association studies provide 
better and more consistent results than family-based studies. SNP cohorts us d 
to analyze and detect haplotype patterns for a particular disease mu t satisfy the 
following properties. 
• Each SNP in the control cohort must not deviate from Hardy-Weinberg Equilib-
rium (HWE5.). Such HWE confirms that the genotype frequency distribution 
of an SNP in a cohort is stable or constant and that this distribution is not 
interrupted by any environmental factor [48]; hence, any deviation in the dis-
tribution of that S P in the case cohort is probably associat d with the disease 
being studied. 
• The samples or individuals of the cohort must be tak n from the same popula-
5HWE is a mathematically defined condition which states that the genotyp frequencies in a pop-
ulation remain constant or are in equilibrium from generation to generation unless specific disturbing 
influences such as environmental factor or disease are introduced. A full mathematical description 
of HWE is given in [48]. 
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tion (i.e. ethnically matched) because population stratification is a strong bia 
which can produce false positive results [11] . 
• The minor allele frequency of each SNP in a cohort must be 2': 5% because 
a SNP wit h low minor frequency ( < 5%) does not represent the two allelic 
frequency distribut ions in a population [56]. 
These assumptions must be maintained before applying any analytical algorithms, 
2.2.3 Analysis of Mendelian Diseases 
The analysis of genetic disease has t raditionally focused on Mendelian disease. 
Mendelian diseases are diseases that are associated with a single gene [7]. Muta-
tion in a Mendelian disease is usually a single nucleotide alteration in a gene which 
has an impact on the function of the associated protein. Over 1500 such genes are 
documented in the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Men (OMIM) database [7] . The 
primary investigation of Mendelian disease genes involves family-based analysis with 
SNP data. 
2.2.4 Analysis of Complex Diseases 
There is a wide variety of diseases that do not follow t he Mendelian law of inheritance 
for disease because these diseases are regulated by a number of genes [10]. This type 
of disease is known as complex or multifactorial disease. T he underlying genetic 
properties of complex disease have many open questions and to investigate these 
questions, t he properties of Mendelian disease provide the basic building blocks for 
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solutions. Th g n s t hat cause a complex disease might have mult iple mutations, 
where each mutation has an impact on protein function. 
The common method of analyzing S Ps for complex di ease in a case-control 
study is the single/multiple S P window analysis [37, 36]. This is a two step process. 
In the first step, individual SNPs are analyzed by statistical tests for significant 
susceptibility to a disease. In the second step of t he process, groups of larg r and 
larger cont iguous S Ps or multiple SNP windows are analyzed. In each window, the 
underlying haplotype blocks ru:e tested t o determine any significant association with 
respect t o a disease. The same statistical tests may apply in both steps but they can 
also differ. In Chapter 3, previous work which has used these techniques to investigate 
complex disea es will be discussed in detail. 
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Chapter 3 
Problem Formulation and Related 
Work 
In Chapter 2, we reviewed the analytical models used to investigate Mendelian and 
complex disease. In complex disease investigation, single and multiple window anal-
ysis is the most commonly used technique, but these analyses are computationally 
expensive. It is important to find a computationally feasible way of investigating 
complex disease. 
In this chapter, we examine the different computational approaches applied to 
investigate Mendelian and complex disease. In Section 3.1, we review computational 
problems that arise in human genetics and we formulate the haplotype pattern de-
tection problem (HPD) examined in this thesis. In Section 3.2, previous work related 
to HPD is discussed. This section finishes with a list of requirements for an ideal 
algorithm for the HPD problem. 
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3.1 Computational Problems in Human Genetics 
The gr at achievement of revealing the structure of DNA in 1953 opened doors to 
many new computational problems. Computational problems in genetics tradition-
ally found on DNA sequencing, sequence alignment, protein folding and structure 
prediction [51]. In the last two decades, the molecular mapping between a gene and 
a disease (i.e. genotype phenotype relationship) was conferred only for those diseases 
t hat fall into Mendelian law or in other words, diseases that occur by a single gen [7]. 
The mapping of these Mendelian diseases refers to the SNP location in a chromosome 
that shows susceptible occurrences in t he disease carrier group. Complex disease on 
the other hand, originate by multiple genes and the mapping of these genes is much 
more complex than that of Mendelian disease gene. 
In Section 3.1.1 , we will discuss the detection of susceptible single gene muta-
t ion for Mendelian diseases. In Section 3.1.2, computational problems for SNP and 
haplotype data with respect to complex disease are examined. The formal probl m 
examined in the thesis, namely, haplotype pattern det ction (HPD), is outlined in 
Section 3.1.3. 
3.1.1 Detecting Genomic Regions for Mendelian Diseases 
The two analytical models that were described in Section 2.2 are mostly used forth 
identification of disease-susceptible SN Ps for Mendelian diseases. The computational 
problem here is to detect a disease-causal SNP from a set of S Ps that is genotyped 
from a set of individuals. These individuals that are genotyped might be used for a 
case-control model or the individuals might be genotyped from a family for linkage 
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model analysis. Two important success story of Mendelian disease g ne detection are 
Cystic Fibrosis and breast cancer. Cystic Fibrosis causes breathing problem, respi-
ratory infections and problems with digestion. The discovered Cystic Fibrosis gene 
CFTR (Cystic Fibrosis 'fransmembrane Conductance Regulator) is located on chro-
mosome 7 [7]. The research was conducted on a partial pedigree from the Canadian 
population to locate the mutation on the CFTR gene. The classical linkage analysis 
technique was used to locate the mutation in that chromosome region. The BRCAl 
gene is responsible for a fraction of breast cancer. Evidence suggests that breast can-
cer patients with an early age, have a mutation in the BRCAl gene which is located 
on chromosome 17 [7]. In this case, the statistical risk ratio was computed from a 
partial pedigree. 
Classical linkage analysis is the most prominent and successful of all methods 
for detecting mutations associated with Mendelian dis ase genes. This success of 
identifying genes and their mutations for a disease is possible because such singl 
gene diseases obey the Mendelian laws of inheritance. It becomes problematic when 
the diseases do not follow the rules of Mendelian inheritance, as is the case in complex 
diseases. 
3.1.2 Detecting Genomic Regions for Com plex D iseases 
The genetic properties of complex disease are not completely known at this point 
in time. It is an ongoing research initiative to unravel the basic genetic properties 
of complex disease. This research has led to a series of computationally challenging 
problems [23]. In particular, to gain better knowledge about genetic properties of 
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complex diseases, it is vital to learn the underlying structure of SNPs in the human 
genome. In Section 3.1.2.1, we will discuss various computational problems that 
arise in the analysis of complex diseases relative to SNPs and haplotypes. In Section 
3.1. 2. 2, the formal description of the problem that this thesis investigates, namely 
haplotype pattern detection (HPD), is outlined. 
3.1.2.1 Deriving SNP Data 
A genome-wide association analysis is both economically and computationally expen-
sive. Researchers typically use LD information to reduce this expense (s e Section 
2.1.3). An SNP can be a proxy for a group of SNPs if they are all in complete or 
perfect LD. This S P is known as a tag S P. Finding a minimum set of tag S Ps 
is NP-hard [4]. There exist various approximation algorithms for selecting tagS Ps. 
The block-based model of finding tag SNPs is the most commonly used m thod. In 
a haplotype-block based method, an SNP is considered to be a tag S P if it is in 
strong LD with a group of other S Ps [5]. The two commonly us d LD measures D' 
and r 2 are used to define strong LD. In the case of D', the value must be 2:: 0.98 and 
for r 2 , it must be 2:: 0.80 [19, 37]. 
Research on disease-correlated SNPs using single window analysis tend to focus on 
one gene while haplotype block mapping with diseases provides mor insights about 
the disease susceptible-alleles of multiple genes [10, 14]. As stated earlier , the haplo-
types for a subject reveal much more information than the corresponding genotype 
data. It is also known that haplotype association is much more powerful than single 
SNP association because it reveals the susceptibility of multiple genes correspond-
ing to a disease [10, 37]. Separating two parental haplotypes from an individual's 
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genotype data is known as the haplotype phasing problem, and is known to be NP-
hard [22, 24]. Different statistical and combinatorial approximation algorithms have 
been proposed to infer haplotypes from genotype data. Each of th se methods has 
their pros and cons relative to accuracy. The two leading phasing algorithms are the 
PHASE and the EM-algorithm. The PHASE algorithm was found to be the most 
robust compared to all the other methods [33, 61]. This algorithm is a Bayesian 
approach that applies coalescent-based models to improve phasing accuracy. Even 
though it performs best among all the existing phasing algorithms, there can still be 
20% missing or unresolved data in the phased haplotypes [53]. 
In our analyses, we will use haplotypes instead of genotype data because haplo-
type data is an important factor in the advancement of identifying disease as ociated 
genetic regions. Recently, various studies have revealed a very basic property of hap-
lotypes in the human genome - namely, haplotypes with large block size have limited 
diversity in the human genome. Haplotype blocks can be 100kb in lengths and can 
contain multiple tag S Ps [19, 43]. This information is crucial for mapping haplo-
types in the human genome. The mapping of a haplotype with a disease needs further 
computation after the phasing is completed. Haplotype block frequency estimation 
is one of the important aspects to assess disease association significance. Computing 
haplotype block frequency from genotype data is NP-hard [24], these same authors 
also provided an approximation algorithm based on maximum likelihood estimation 
to compute haplotype frequency. There are several variants of EM-algorithms that 
compute haplotype block frequencies [15, 33]. The PHASE algorithm mentioned 
earlier also computes haplotype frequencies. 
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3.1.2.2 Detecting Haplotype Patterns 
In the last two decades, computational problems in complex diseases have con-
centrated on localizing disease-correlated haplotype blocks to pinpoint the disease-
associated alleles in the human genome. Most previous studies have used short hap-
lotype blocks to find their susceptibility to a complex disease of interest. There 
can be one or more genes associated with each haplotypes block. It is not possible 
to investigate the disease susceptibility of different permutations of gen s using the 
haplotype block method because this method only allows investigation of haplotype 
blocks obtained from contiguous SNPs. Hence, using the haplotype block method to 
investigate disease susceptibility may not be the best strategy [30]. To overcome this 
deficiency, we will formulate our problem in terms of haplotype patterns. Recall from 
Section 2.1.3.3 that a haplotype pattern is a set of alleles containing a contiguous or 
non-contiguous alleles from n linearly ordered S Ps. In our problem formulation, we 
will focus on detecting such patterns in a case-control cohort. 
A typical case-control cohort consists of m case and m' control individuals for a 
panel of n SNPs in a chromosomal region. The SNPs are digitized from each sampl 
using currently available genotyping technology. In this thesis, we will assume the 
haplotypes are obtained using a phasing algorithm which may produce missing data. 
The input is two matrices M and M' of case and control haplotypes, r spectively, and 
we are interested in patterns that ar significantly different between the two matrices. 
The haplotype pattern detection problem is formalized as follows: 
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HAPLOTYPE PATTERN D ETECTION (HPD): 
Input: Two matrices M and M 1 of the haplotypes over n SNPs form and m 1 individ-
uals, respectively; where M represents the case matrix and M 1 represents the control 
matrix. 
Output: A set of SNP patterns P such that the frequency of each p E Pis signifi-
cantly different in both M and M! matrices. 
Pattern significance is computed using statistical tests and is typically computation-
ally expensive (see Section 4.3.3.3). This task is made even more challenging by the 
fact that, courtesy of limitations of current SNP genotyping technologies and haplo-
type reconstruction algorithms, 20% of the haplotype allele values in the given case 
and control matrices may be missing (see Sections 2.1.3.4 and 4.3.3.2). 
3.2 Previous Work 
In this section I will briefly review published research on solving complex disease 
problems with regards to SNPs and haplotypes. Most of the proposed approaches 
performed analysis of haplotype blocks (see Section 2 .1. 3. 3). These studies can be 
categorized into three approaches, statistical, combinatorial optimization, and ge-
netic algorithm, which are described in Sections 3.2.1 , 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respectively. 
The advantages and disadvantages of each approach are given at the end of each 
subsection. 
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3.2.1 Statistical Approach 
The most popular methods for detecting haplotype blocks in case-control data use 
statistical models and tests. Some successful demonstrations of these methods for hap-
lotype block association with a disease include Crohn's disease, Inflammatory Bowel 
disease (IBD), and Ankylosing Spondylitis (AS). All of these successful demonstra-
tions used fixed-length haplotype blocks. After giving an overview of these studies 
and their associated statistical methods, we will describe some recent methodologies 
that allow variable length haplotype blocks. 
One of the most well-documented statistical investigations was on Crohn's dis-
ease [13]. The investigation was performed on 258 cases and an equal number of 
ethnically-matched control samples for a panel of 103 SNPs that spans a 500kb re-
gion on chromosome 5q31 [47] . All SNPs were tested and excluded if they showed 
any deviation from the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) or if the minor allele 
frequency is < 5%. The authors developed a hidden Markov model (HMM) based on 
LD measure D' to capture fixed length haplotype blocks with higher frequency. The 
genotypes were phased into haplotypes using the GENEHUNTER application which 
uses an EM-based algorithm [14] . This EM-based algorithm can handle missing data 
by computing a maximum likelihood estimation to compute the probability of that 
missing genotype. After phasing the genotype data into haplotypes, t he haplotyp 
frequencies were computed simply by counting. 
Another successful investigation was conducted on inflammatory bow 1 disease 
(IBD) , which is a chronic inflammatory disorder. In this research, the case-control 
cohort was genotyped from the German population for 33 SNPs on chromosome 10q23 
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[55]. This panel of SNPs contains a set of genes that spans a 5MB region. All SNPs 
were tested for HWE, and 28 SNPs were analyzed by calculating x2 values and using 
Fisher's exact tests. The odd ratio was calculated using Fisher's contingency table. 
The permutation technique was also incorporated to see the x2 effect in a more 
general population: 100,000 permutations were performed on the set of 28 SNPs, 
and single x2 value greater than 9.91 was considered to define a significant p-value. 
GE EHUNTER application was used to accommodate these statistical tests into the 
investigation. The results showed t hat two haplotypes consisting of 18 markers in the 
D LG5 gene showed strong susceptibility to IBD. 
Inflammatory Arthritis is one of the most common complex diseases in any popu-
lation. Arthrit is has different variants one of which is Ankylosing Spondylitis. Maksy-
mowych et al. [37] conducted single window and 3 window haplotype block association 
tests on three Canadian populations (Alberta, Newfoundland and Toronto). The au-
thors genotyped 38 SNPs on chromosome 2 for each of the three case-control cohorts. 
This chromosomal region spans 360kb and includes the ILl gene cluster. Eight SNPs 
were removed because of < 5% minor allele frequency and 1 SNP showed deviation 
from HWE. Groups of SNPs with strong LD were reduced to single SNPs, resulting in 
the removal of 9 SNPs. A panel of 20 SNPs was analyzed for haplotype association. 
The 3 window haplotype block association tests were performed by using the appli-
cation WRAP [46]. The authors found haplotype blocks with significant corr lation 
with AS on 8 consequential windows. There are 9 haplotype blocks, each with three 
consecutive alleles found in these 8 windows, that are correlated with the AS dis-
ease and include ILIA, ILlB and IL1F7 gene. The haplotype phasing was performed 
by applying an EM-based algorithm. For each window, an omnibus statistical test 
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was performed by applying 10,000 permutations, and the global significance of each 
p-value was determined by permuting the data. 
Recently, some research has attempted to break the haplotype block fixed-length 
barrier by allowing variable block length. Browning [9] proposed a statistical mod 1 
which used a variable length Markov chain to detect variable length haplotype blocks. 
He relied on two different phasing algorithms to obtain haplotype data and assume 
that there is no missing data. In his approach, each chain represents a haplotype block 
with contiguous alleles. The Fisher exact test was used to obtain significant p-values 
for each haplotype. The algorithm was tested on two previously published case-control 
datasets for Cystic Fibrosis and Crohn's disease, and the previously published results 
for both datasets were in strong accordance with his findings. 
Another study [30] proposed a regularized regression analytical model allowing 
variable length haplotype blocks. The authors assumed that haplotype data are given 
that contain no missing data. For each haplotype block, the significant p-value was 
obtained by using a Fisher exact test. The authors tested their proposed methods on 
multiple simulated datasets and one real datasets for Parkinson's disease. They have 
showed that their proposed method performs consistently when compared with the 
other proposed methods. 
Though the statistical methods described above are preferred because they both 
incorporate extensive biological constraints and are based on proven older techniques, 
they are exceptionally computationally expensive, often taking on the order of months 
to run, and can only compute haplotype blocks consisting of a few adjacent SNPs. 
Even if the computational effort associated with the biological constraints can be 
tamed, efficient algorithms for finding optimally significant haplotype patterns com-
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posed of non-adjacent S Ps probably do not exist. Moreover, regarding the missing 
data problem, both GENEHUNTER and WRAP use different maximum likelihood 
estimations to handle missing data in the genotype data, and do not incorporate any 
biologically meaningful approach or knowledge of the genetic properties of the dataset 
to handle missing data. 
3.2.2 Combinatorial Optimization Approach 
Little work has been done on combinatorial optimization methods for detecting hap-
lotype blocks or patterns for complex diseases. 1 Most of this work has focused on 
developing algorithms for haplotype block frequency computation. Halperin and 
Hazan [24] showed that computing haplotype block frequency from genotype data 
is NP-hard and proposed an approximation algorithm. They have also shown that 
haplotype block frequency computation from haplotype data takes polynomial time. 
In their approach, they include a probabilistic technique to compute haplotype block 
frequency from haplotype data with missing values. 
On examining the literature, there appears to be only one combinatorial optimiza-
tion paper that addresses a problem remotely like the haplotype pattern detection 
(HPD) problem. Yosef et al. [69] investigated genotype patterns that distinguish case 
individuals. In their problem formulation, the genotype data was not converted into 
haplotype data and the case-control model was extended to accommodate multiple 
phenotypic individuals instead of controls. The authors formulat d the problem as 
below: 
1 Little work has also been done for to detect genotype blocks for complex diseases. See [60] for 
an overview of this work. 
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DISCRIMINATING PATTERN PROBLEM (DPP): 
Input: Given a bipartite graph G = (P, F, E, w) with w: P---+{ - 1, 1}. 
Output: A feature subset F ' ~ F such that the biclique defined by F ' has maximum 
summed vertex weight. 
Here, P denotes the population under study, F is the set of all feature states (or 
SNPs) and E is the edge set that connects each individual to the feature states it 
possesses. The authors construct a graph and assigned weights ( + 1 for case, - 1 for 
other phenotypes) to the vertex set . The authors proved that DPP is P-hard. The 
authors also implemented a heuristic algorithm and the performance of the algorithm 
was verified using both simulated and real data. Unfortunately, this heuri tic was 
not verified against other established methods (i.e. statistical methods), and missing 
genotype data was ignored during the construction of the graph. 
The combinatorial optimization approach is appealing because there is a very large 
literature on combinatorial optimization which has potential application to problems 
like HPD. However, it is crucial for any combinatorial optimization technique to 
incorporate biological constraints and handle missing data. Hence, the combinatorial 
approach in the detection of haplotype patterns in a case-control cohort requires more 
attention and effort. 
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3.2.3 Genetic Algorithm Approach 
Some work has been done on detecting variable-length haplotype blocks using a 
heuristic technique for solving combinatorial optimization problems called genetic 
algorithms (GA). Nakamichi et al. [39] used a standard genetic algorithm to detect 
a set of SNPs and their correlation with environmental factors (i.e. age). Their tech-
nique focused on capturing individual significant SNPs rather than haplotype blocks. 
The genetic algorithm genotype representation was a variable length vector consist-
ing of SNP alleles. The fitness function was designed based on logistic r gr ssion 
and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) . The AIC measure provides analytical 
power to detect a set of SNPs that are most correlated with a disease of interest. 
The algorithm was executed on a real dataset (96 cases with diabetes and an equal 
number of healthy controls). These individuals were genotyped for 720 S Ps with age 
as the environmental factor. The GA results were not compared against any other 
computational model. The authors found 7 SNPs that showed significant association 
with the environmental factor in the disease group. Their proposed algorithm does 
not take missing data into account while computing SNP significance. 
Clark et al. [12] designed a standard genetic algorithm to detect haplotype pat-
terns that are in strong LD in the case group. The chromosomal region examined is 
assumed to be susceptible to a disease of interest; hence, only case groups are investi-
gated to locate the haplotype patterns that are in high LD. In this particular schem , 
a genetic algorithm logic tree (using OR and AND operators) was used as the repre-
sentation and each tree was constructed in such a way that a set of patterns can b 
derived from (and hence are associated with) that tree. The mutation and crossover 
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operators of the genetic algorithm are performed based on LD value between pair of 
SNPs. The LD values between multiple S Ps in a logic tree was calculated using the 
D' measure. They tested their algorithm on a Nigerian population containing 738 
case samples with hypertension. A set of 13 S Ps were genotyped that span a 26kb 
region on chromosome 17. The region showed 6 SNPs that are in strong LD in the 
case groups. The authors assumed the haplotype data was complete and did not have 
any missing data. 
Genetic algorithms have the potential, by manipulating the fitness function and 
representation, to integrate biological constraints and handl missing data. However, 
the two genetic algorithms discussed above are not designed for detecting susceptible 
haplotype patterns from a case-control cohort and neither algorithm handles missing 
data. 
The review of advantages and disadvantages of the three approaches discussed 
above gives us two requirements for an ideal computational method for detecting 
haplotype patterns in case-control data. The first requirement is to detect haplotype 
patterns instead of haplotype blocks from a case-control cohort. The second require-
ment arises while computing haplotype pattern frequency if data is missing - namely, 
it is important to include genetic properties of S P data (especially knowledge of LD) 
when handling missing data. Recent studies have revealed the block-like structure of 
haplotypes using LD information of SN Ps and it is crucial to handle missing data to 
find this block structure. Similarly for complex disease association analysis, handling 
missing data in haplotypes is crucial because datasets are expensive to obtain, and 
large datasets are needed to obtain power in statistical tests, ignoring missing data 
is not helpful (50]. 
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Detecting haplotype patterns considering contiguous and noncontiguous alleles 
makes the search space enormous. Exhaustive search is not practical for a moderate 
size of data. Hence, it is important to adapt a fast search technique. Genetic algo-
rithms offer such a fast search technique. In Chapter 4, we will discuss the basics of 
genetic and cooperative coevolut ionary genetic algorithms (CCGA) and will propose 
a CCGA for haplotype pattern detection in case-control haplotype data. 
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Chapter 4 
Algorithm Design 
In the previous chapter , we have discus ed the advantages and disadvantages of dif-
ferent approach s t hat have been proposed to detect SNPs and their underlying hap-
lotypes susceptible to a disease. In this chapter we will present an algorithm that 
encompasses t he advantages and alleviates the disadvantages. 
In the last few decade , genetic algorithms have been used to solve various compl x 
problems with promising results. In Section 4.1, we will discuss the basic component 
of a standard genetic algorithm and the mechanisms execut ing the genetic algorithm. 
In Section 4.2, we will outline a variant of g netic algorithms called cooperative 
coevolutionary genetic algorithms (CCGA). The proposed CCGA to solve the HPD 
problem will be presented in Section 4.3. 
The st andard terminology for genetic algorit hms reuses many of the terms from 
classical genetics. There is a potential for confusion. When it is obvious in cont xt 
whether we are referring t o biological entit ies or genetic algorithm ntit ies, we will 
just say the term, eg. gene, chromosom . However , if it is not cl ar from t he context, 
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Standard Genetic Algorithm 
1. gen = 0 
2. randomly generate initial population P(gen) 
3. while (gen ::; max_gen) 
4. select parent chromosome from P(gen) and apply gen tic operators 
5. evaluate fitness of each chromosome in P(gen) 
6. select chromosomes from P(gen) for next generation 
7. gen = gen + 1 
end while 
Figure 4.1: Pseudocode of a Standard Genetic Algorithm 
we will put that context in front of the term, eg. genetic algorithm chromosome, 
biological chromosome. 
4.1 Standard Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic algorithms is a computational model that was in pired from the theory of 
evolution in biology. Holland in 1975 proposed the theocratical adaptation of the evo-
lutionary theory and showed how it could be applied to solve computational problems 
[25]. In the last few decades, extensive work has been done on t he theory and appli-
cation of genetic algorithms. There are complex problems where genetic algorithms 
are shown to outperform various typ s of proposed deterministic heuri tics [38, 67]. 
Pseudocode for a standard genetic algorithm is given in Figure 4.1. This algo-
rithm has four basic components to facilitate its evolutionary process. These four 
components are integrated to search for problem solutions. These components ar 
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population, genetic operator, fitness evaluation, and selection [25]. A standard ge-
netic algorithm contains a population of individual chromosom s. Two basic types of 
genetic operator crossover and mutation, are used to modify individual chromosomes 
to produce offspring. The fitness of the modified chromo omes are then evaluated. 
The fitness evaluation is based on a fitness function that is designed to solve a given 
problem. Then xt component, selection, choo es those chromosomes from the current 
population that are highly fit to produce offsprings for the next g neration. This pro-
cess of modification-evaluation-selection executes for a certain numb r of generations 
until the termination criterion is met. 
4 .1.1 Population 
The basic element in a population is a chromosome. In a standard gen t ic algorithm, 
there is usually one population containing a certain number of chromosomes. Let p 
denote a chromosome and i denote the index of the chromosom in a population. 
Each chromosome Pi can be repr sent d as a vector of binary bits (or any other data 
type) with a length l (see Figure 4.2) and the length of each chromosome is probl m 
dependent. These chromosomes in a population evolve for a number of g n rations 
to produce solution for a target problem. The knowledge of the problem is the k y 
to d termin th 1 ngth of a chromosom and the size of a population. Most genetic 
0 1 
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Fig. 4.2: A Binary Vector Repr sentation of a Genetic Algorit hm Chromosome. 
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algorithms design performs sensitivity analysis to decide th population size for a 
problem. There is strong evidence suggesting that population size is one of the most 
important parameters in the process of evolution [70, 29]. 
There exists a popular genetic algorithm variant called steady tate genetic algo-
rithms where parent and offspring compete with each other to win their position for 
the next gen ration [52]. In contrast to g neration-based genetic algorithms, steady 
state genetic algorithms maintain a replacement strategy that defines which members 
of the population will be replaced by the new offspring. H nc , in a steady state ge-
netic algorithm, the chromosomes are selected from the parents and the ofE pring for 
the next gen ration. 
4 .1.2 Fitness Function 
The concept of a fit individual is complex in nature, and there is no straightforward 
way to quantify that an individual is more fit than others. Howev r, in computa-
t ional models, we can certainly quantify th fitness of individuals in the population 
according to the target solution criteria. A fitness function f is an objective function 
that quantifies the optimality of a chromosome in solving a problem [38]. Fitn ss 
is the driving force of the evolutionary earch process, in that the fitness value of 
a chromosome determines whether its genetic materials will b carried over to th 
following generation. 
T he design of the fitness function affects the overall performance of a g n ti 
algorithm. While designing a fitness function, one should be cautious about the 
fitness landscape which is derived from the representation, as this landscape may 
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cause the fragmentation of the search space such that there are many local optima. 
In an ideal scenario, the fitness landscape should be smooth for gen tic operators to 
climb to the optimum solution. 
4 .1.3 Genetic Operators 
Genetic operators are basic mechanisms to explore the search space and to maintain 
diversity in a population. There are two types of operators that are frequently us d 
to produce offspring for new generations - crossover and mutation. 
A cro sov r operator exchanges chromosome segments between two or mor indi-
viduals to produce an offspring for the next generation. Crossover does not introduc 
new information into the offspring chromosome but rath r xploits the search space 
using information from fit individuals [ 68]. Different variants of crossover exist but 
the most commonly used ones are one-point crossover, two-point crossover, and multi-
point crossover. More variants of crossover can be customized for any problem. 
One-point crossover operates on a pair of parental chromosome where a random 
point is selected and the segments of the two parental chromosom s are swapped 
to produce one or two offspring (see Figure 4.3). Crossover rate is a param ter 
that determines the probability to perform crossover on par nts. The crossover rate 
usually set by the designer of the GA and the typical rate is around 80 to 100 percent. 
Crossover rate is an adjustable parameter and the adjustment depends on the overall 
design of th GA. 
Mutation introduces new elements to a chromosome and is able to shift the pop-
ulation to search the space in a different locality. Mutation is a genetic op rator that 
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0 ~ l 
Parent 1 I 0 11 111 0 I 0 I 0 II II I 0 l 
0 z ____,.Offspring I 0 11 11 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 11 I 
Parent 2 II II III 0 I (!. lo I 0 11 I 
Fig. 4.3: A One-Point Crossover Operation on Two Parents. 
alters one or more chromosomal values in a chromosome from its initial state. With 
these modified chromosomal values added to the population, the gen tic algorithm 
may be able to reach a better solution which was previously not po sible. Thi is 
the cas , in problems which have local optima in the search space, where populations 
may prematurely converge to sub-optimal solutions. Mutation is an ffective operator 
that helps populations to escape from local optima. 
There are multiple variants of mutation operators, and among them one-point, 
two-point, and multi-point mutation are the most commonly used [6 ]. The one-point 
mutation operator randomly selects a position in the par nt chromosome and alter 
the chromosomal value at that position. The application of a mutation operator is 
determined by the mutation rate parameter. Unlike crossover rate, mutation rate is 
usually low and it varies mostly between 0.001 and 5 percent. One reason to keep 
the mutation rate low is because a high mutation rate might disrupt good building 
blocks and interfere with the evolutionary process of the algorithm. Figure 4.4 giv s 
an example of the one-point mutation operation. 
The search capability of a g netic algorithm depends on the design of its genetic 
operator . Crossover uses the inheritance mechanism to exploit fit chromosomal seg-
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Fig. 4.4: A One-Point Mutation Operation. 
ments. These inh rited chromosomal segments are the building blocks for a possible 
more fit solution. Mutation helps to prevent the population from stagnating at any 
local optima. In the situation where a population has converged into a local optima 
and crossover cannot produce a solution by exploiting its parental chromosomes, mu-
tation adds new information to help the population escape the local optima. 
4.1.4 Selection 
The concept of selection was adapted from Darwin's natural s lection [25]. Th 
selection mechani m operates on a population of chromo omes and it can be applied 
at two different stages of a genetic algorithm: parent selection and survivor selection. 
Parent selection is used to decide the individuals on which gen t ic op rators such as 
crossover and mutation will be operated. Survivor selection is used to decide which 
chromosomes will be carried over to form a population for the next generation. 
There are different types of selection mechanisms, of which tournament, rank, and 
roulette selection are the most commonly used [21 J. To have a better understanding 
of how a selection process works, we will discuss the tournament selection techniqu . 
A tournament selection with a tournament size of 2 is a technique where a pair of 
chromosomes is selected randomly and th n they compete with ach other to win th 
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tournament. S lection pressure can be adjusted by altering the size of the tournament. 
The larger the tournament size, the stronger the selection pre sure. 
4.2 Cooperative Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithm 
(CCGA) 
The concept of CCGA was first introduced by Potter et al. [45]. The authors pro-
posed this algorithm by undertaking substantial modification of the tandard geneti 
algorithm. Th main distinction betw n a standard genetic algorithm and a CCGA 
is that the latter simultaneously evolves multiple populations wh r each population 
evolves a sub-solution for a target problem. Comparison of CCGA with other ge-
netic algorithms has shown that CCGA gives better performance for various compl x 
problems [31]. A CCGA has four different components - species, genetic operators, 
collaborations and fitness evaluation and selection. In the following subsections, each 
of these components are discussed. 
4 .2.1 Species 
Unlike the standard genetic algorithm which maintain a population with multipl 
chromosomes, a CCGA maintains multiple populations, each of which is called a 
species. The chromosome in each species is known as a member. The species ar 
separated based on the decomposition of the problem and the species should not 
overlap with each other in their search space. The idea of coop ration is implement d 
in CCGA by combining members of different species into one chromosome [45]. This 
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Cooperative Coevolutioanry Genetic Algorithm 
1. gen = 0 
2. for ach species S 
3. randomly generate population Ps(gen) 
4. while (gen ~ max_gen) 
5. for each species S 
6. sel ct parent chromosome from P(gen) and apply genetic operators 
7. evaluate fitness of each chromosome in Ps(gen) 
8. select Ps(gen) for next g neration 
9. gen = gen + 1 
end while 
Figure 4.5: Pseudocode of a Cooperative Coevolutionary G netic Algorithm 
one chromosome is the solution to the target problem. 
Each pecies in a CCGA evolv s in its own s arch spac . In this way, the search 
process gets an edge to exploit each partition of the search space simultan ou ly 
instead of tackling the entire search space like the standard genetic algorithm. Since 
each sub-s arch space is smaller than the entire search space, CCGA may find better 
solutions faster than standard genetic algorithms [28]. 
4.2.2 Collaboration and Fitness Function 
Collaboration of memb rs from diff rent pecies is one key difference between CCGA 
and the standard genetic algorithms. Each member in a p cies i a pos ible subcom-
ponent of a solution. The fitness of each member is evaluated based on how well it 
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collaborates with members in other species to solve the entire problem. Prior to the 
fitness valuation, a member in a species needs to combine with members in other 
sp cies to form a solution to the given problem. 
Collaboration can be implemented in different ways. DeJong et al. propos d two 
basic types of collaboration, namely, random m ember collaboration and best member 
collaboration [28]. For both collaboration methods, in each generation each species 
provides a memb r which is called a representative of that sp cies. In random memb r 
collaboration, the representativ is chosen from a species randomly. In best memb r 
collaboration, the fittest member of each species is chosen as th representative. Given 
that, each member of a species is combined with the provided repr sentatives of other 
species to form a solution. The fitness of the solut ion strictly becomes the fitness of the 
member and is not shared with representativ s that participated in the collaboration. 
The authors of [44] constructed a CCGA incorporating the two collaboration methods 
to solve the same problem, and reported that best member collaboration outperforms 
the random m mber collaboration technique for certain problems. 
4 .2.3 Genetic Operators 
CCGA apply the two operators, crossover and mutation, like standard genetic al-
gorithms. The main difference is that the operators only apply to members in the 
same species and inter-species genetic operation is not allowed. Hence, a crossover 
and mutation operation must always pick members from the same species. Since 
the crossover and mutation operators work within the same pecies, the exploitation 
and exploration of the fitness landscape are carried out locally [28]. This process of 
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applying genetic operators in each species helps to build better sub-solution which 
also improves the quality of the combined solution. 
4 .2.4 Selection 
As with genetic operators, selection in a CCGA also tak s place inside each species 
and selection is independent for each species. Hence, the selection pressure of one 
species does not affect the evolut ionary process of another species because the se-
lection pressure applies to local members of a species to direct the evolution of that 
species [45]. 
4 .3 CCGA for Haplotype Pattern Detection 
In the previous two sections, the basic layout of a standard genetic algorithm and a 
CCGA have b en given. It has been shown that CCGA are much more efficient than 
standard gen tic algorit hms for complex optimization probl m [44]. This motivates 
our investigation of the applicability of a CCGA to the HPD problem. Th HPD 
problem that was described in section 3.1.2 is an optimization problem with a large 
search space, due to the large dimensionality of t he S P dataset. Ther is no gen tic 
algorithm or CCGA, to our knowledge, that solves t he general version of the HPD 
problem. 
The sch matic diagram of our proposed CCGA scheme is given in Figure 4.6. 
Each of the components of the flowchart is described in t he neA'i sections. In Section 
4.3.1, the general algorithm for the HPD problem is discussed. The species structur 
for the proposed CCGA is described in Section 4.3.2. The collaboration mechani m 
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Fig. 4.6: Schematic Diagram of Haplotyp Pattern Detection (HPD) CCGA. 
and the fitness evaluation are discussed in Section 4.3.3. Finally, the genetic operator 
and the selection mechanism for the proposed CCGA scheme are giv n in Sections 
4.3.4 and 4.3.5, re pectively. 
4.3.1 General Algorithm 
Recall from Section 3.1.2 that the HPD problem input consists of a case matrix with 
m individuals and a control matrix with m' individuals for a set of n SNPs. The 
columns of the matrices M and M' representS Ps. Meanwhile, each column position 
contains major and minor alleles for a S P and each pair of rows represents th 
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haplotypes of an individual with n S Ps. 
To understand the size of the problem search space, it is important to sp cify 
the key parameters of the search space. The search space depends on three key 
variables, m, m ', and n. Although there are m and m' individuals in matrix M and 
M ', respectively, the total number of rows of the matrices are 2m and 2m', becaus 
each individual is represented by 2 rows of alleles, one from each parent. Each S P has 
two alleles, major and minor; hence, each column of the given case-control matrices 
can be repre nt d with 1 denoting the major allele and 0 denoting the minor allele. A 
column posit ion wh r the allele is missing is represented with "-". Let U denot the 
total search space which includes the search space of both matrices hence U = M U 
M ' . The size of the set of all haplotype patterns with contiguous and non-contiguous 
8 Ps in U i at most 
n 
~ (2m x 2m') L (3i)- 1 ~ 0 (3n+1max(m, m')) (4.1) 
i=l 
The probl m of searching for haplotype patterns with maximum frequency difference 
from the defined set in Equation 4.1 is a multimodal problem because there can exist 
more than on significant peak in the fitness landscape. In oth r words, there can 
xist a set of haplotype patterns instead of one with maximum frequency difF renee 
between case and control matrices. 
The pseudocode for our CCGA is given in Figure 4.7. Detail d d script ions of th 
key steps, namely collaboration and fitn ss computation (step 12), HRR computation 
and permutation test (step 15), niching (step 16) and selection (st p 17) are given in 
the following subsections. 
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A CCGA for Haplotype Pattern Detection: 
1. gen = 0 
2. for (a = 1 to S) 
3. for ( b = 1 to k) 
4. initialize P[ a] [ b]; 
5. while (gen ~ max_gen) 
6. for (a = 1 to S) 
7. for ( b = 1 to k) 
8. perform a one-point crossover to obtain a Offspring 0[ a][b] 
9. if (mutation == true) 
10. perform a one-point mutation on O[a][b]; 
11 . for each species pick best the members from P and 0 
12. perform best member collaboration to form a complete solution ck i 
' 
and compute fitness for each Ck,i 
13. for (each such Ck,i) 
14. if (f(Ck,i) >= t) 
15. compute haplotype relative risk (HRR) 
and perform Permutation Test 
16. apply niching 
17. perform selection 
18. gen = gen + 1; 
end 
Figure 4. 7: Algorithm Pseudocode for HPD CCGA. 
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4.3.2 Species 
Knowledge of the HPD problem helps to design species that evolve sub-solutions to 
promote the discovery of the entire elution. In particular, the sear h space of th 
problem is h avily dependent on the number of S Ps. As hown in Equation 4.1, 
the size of the search space rises exponentially when the number of S Ps increases. 
Hence, in this CCGA scheme, the number of species k is det rmin d by considering 
the number of n S Ps. Let S denote the set of species. Equation 4.2 ensures that 
each specie Sx, where x :S k will have 10 S Ps except th last speci s Sk, which will 
add the remaining S Ps if the remaining SNP is less than 3. Otherwise an extra 
species will be added to contain the remaining S Ps. To maintain the linear order 
of the S Ps, the first species will contain the first 10 S Ps, th second species will 
contain the next 10 SNPs and so on (see Figure 4.8). 
k= 
n/10 if (n%10) < 3 
(4.2) 
n/10 + 1 if (n%10) ~ 3 
After decomposing the SNPs into different species, the memb r initialization tak s 
place within the vicinity of the allocated SNPs for a species. Let l d note the number 
of S Ps on which each species Sx is based. Each memb r Px,i in species Sx is a 
vector with length l consisting of a major or a minor allele in each position. This 
major and minor allele can be represented by 1 and 0, respectively. To detect a 
haplotype pattern in a given biological chromosomal region, a m chanism is required 
that will allow the investigation of haplotype patterns derived from contiguous and 
non-contiguous S Ps. In our haplotype pattern representation, a don't care bit ' *" is 
considered along with the major and minor allele to satisfy this requirement. Hence, 
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Fig. 4.8: D composition of Length-n S P vector into k = 3 Sp cies. 
each memb r Px,i of a species in our CCGA is a vector wher ach po ition contain 
a 1 or a 0 or a * (see Figure 4.8). Each member Px,i represents a haplotype pattern 
over l SNPs and the collaborated solution is a haplotype patt rn over n SNPs. The 
collaboration mechanism and the fitness evaluation are explained in the next section. 
4 .3 .3 Collaboration and Fitness Function 
The decomposition into species and the interaction between t he species are im-
portant to the performance of a CCGA scheme. In the Section 4.2.2, two types of 
collaboration methods have been d scribed , random member collaboration and b st 
member collaboration. In this thesis, I have not compared these two collaboration 
methods; rather, I have used knowledge of molecular gen tics to decompose the popu-
lation into multipl species and d cided to use the best member collaboration method 
in our HPD CCGA. 
Collaboration takes place before the fitness evaluation. During the first generation 
of each species wh n all individuals were randomly generated, it is not possible to 
apply best member collaboration because no member has an assigned fitness. Hence, 
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Fig. 4.9: Collaboration in CCGA Model with k = 3 Sp cies. 
random memb r ollaboration was performed in the first g neration. Consequently 
the best memb r collaboration t chnique i adopted where at each generation, on 
representativ with the best fitness i s lect d from each of th k pecies. Th 
representatives are combined with m mber in other specie to form a possible solution 
for fitness evaluation. Let R = R1 , R2 , .... , Rk be t he set of repr s ntatives from 
each species. Each member Px,i of a sp cie is combined with th repre entatives of 
other species to construct a solution Cx,i for fitness evaluation. Th evaluation re ult 
becomes the fitne · of Px,i. 
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As an example, for a set of k = 3 and species S = {S1, S2, S3 } , th re can b a 
set of best fitness representatives R = {R1 , R2, R3 }. Am mb r p1,1 from speci S1 
will collaborate with representativ R2 and R3 to construct C1 1 for fitne s evaluation 
' 
with function f A graphical illustration of this example is given in Figure 4.9. 
As stated previou ly, the totalS P set wa decomposed by maintaining its linear 
S P order and it is important to maintain this linearity when collaboration take 
place. Hence, a single solution Cx,i with length n is form d by aligning the vectors of 
each memb r Px,i s quentially according to their species number. VIe can formaliz 
the collaboration a follows: 
1. In the first speci s S1 , the collaboration combin s the m mber Pl,i with repr -
sentatives from other species sequentially {p1,i, R2, .... , Rk}to form C1,i . 
2. After each m mber of S1 participates in the collaboration, the collaboration 
of the se ond sp cies starts by ombining the member p2,i with other p ci s 
repr sentativ s s quentially {R1 ,p2,i, R2 , .. .. Rk}to form C2,i . 
3. This proc s applies to all other spe i s. 
The fitne of each Px,i is calculated by applying the collaborated olution Cx,i to the 
following fitness function, 
(4.3) 
Equation 4.3 i a function which takes Cx,i as an input and produces the frequen y 
difference of Cx,i in matrices M and M ' . The function j(Cx,i ) r turns a value betwe n 
0 and 1 which is the absolute difference of the two frequencies and this value is th 
assigned fitn s for th participating member Px,i· 
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In the following sub-sections, we will discuss how the frequencies are calculated 
from the two matrices for each collaborated single solution Cx,i · The frequency com-
putation of a haplotype pattern is given in Section 4.3.3.1. In Section 4.3.3.2, the 
algorithm for handling missing data when computing haplotype pattern frequency 
is given. The description of haplotype relative risk (HRR) and its statistical signif-
icance for each haplotype is discussed in Section 4.3.3.3. Detail of the Permutation 
test for each haplotype that passes the HRR significance test are also described in 
this section. Finally, the niching criteria are given in Section 4.3.3.4. 
4 .3.3.1 Haplotype Pattern Frequency Estimation 
The following equation calculates the haplotype pattern frequencies for Cx,i in a 
matrix M or M': 
2m n 
~II F(Cx,i1 J, y) 
f (NI C ·) = _j=_l_y_=l ___ _ r ) x,~ 2m (4.4) 
where 
1, if M [j , y] = Cx,dY] and Cx,dY] =/= * 
F(Cx,i , j,y) = Pval (M, j ,Cx,i[y]) , if M[j,y] =-and Cx,dY] =/= * (4.5) 
0, if M[j, y] =/= Cx,i [Y] and Cx,dY] =/= * 
The collaborated single genotype Cx,i is a vector wit h length n where each po ition 
represents an SNP and contains an allele for that SNP. Each position of this vector can 
have value 1, 0, or * where 1 represents the major allele, 0 represents the minor allel 
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and * indicates that this position is ignored. Equation 4.5 computes the frequencies 
by scanning the Cx,i and ignores the computation for the posit ions Cx,dY] = *, where 
y :::; n . Hence, this computation allows the algorithm to compute frequency for 
haplotypes with non adjacent SNPs from matrix M . 
Frequency is computed by scanning each row in matrix Mat a time and matching 
the content of each position with the content of Cx,i· The matching of the contents 
of each position in Cx,i with the matrix position M[j, y] is computed by Equation 
4.5. The function F( Cx,i, j, y) returns a 1 if the value of the yth position of Cx,i is 
equal to the value of jth row and yth column of the matrix M ; it returns 0 if the 
value do not match. The matched value of each row from Equation 4.5 are summed 
and divided by the total number of rows in matrix M (see Equation 4.4). Hence, 
the function fr(M, Cx,i returns the value between 0 and 1. The symbol " - " in 
Equation 4.5 denotes the missing value in the jth row and yth column in matrix M. 
Function Pval(M, j, Cx,dY]) returns an approximation value if there is a missing value 
in the matrices (see Section 4.3.3.2). These two equations apply to both M and M ' 
to compute the frequencies of Cx,i in these matrices. 
4 .3.3.2 Handling M issing D ata 
In Section 2.1.3.4, we have stated that there can be missing data in haplotypes; hence 
in computing frequency for the haplotype pattern Cx,i , a technique is required to 
handle missing data in the given matrix. Previous missing-data-handling algorithms 
used various probabilistic methods. The most accurate of these used Bayesian method 
[54]. We have incorporated the concept of linkage disequilibrium (LD) for S Ps to 
compute approximate frequencies of an allele that is missing in the matrix M. Among 
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the two prominent measures of LD we have discussed in Chapter 3, r 2 is the measur 
we have decided to use for our computation. The LD measure r 2 gives the correlation 
of alleles between a pair of SNPs [3]. Consider any twoS Ps A and B with two all le 
at each S P (a1 , a2) and {b1 ,b2), r spectively. Let the observed frequency PA be the 
fr quency of the first allele in S P A and P8 be the frequency of th first allele in B. 
PAB is the observed frequency of haplotype that consists of the first alleles of A and 
B. The disequilibrium measure Dis: 
(4.6) 
The r 2 betwe n S P A and B can be obtained by the following equation, 
(4.7) 
Let L d note th LD matrix which is a nx n matrix that stores all pairwise r2 values 
of the n S Ps from matrix M. We set a thre hold that if the r 2 value between the pair 
is greater than 1/3 then the twoS Ps are considered as linked [3] . Pr vious studie 
have reported that SNPs that are physically distant from each other seem to show 
weak linkage. M anwhile, the decay of LD increases while the distance betw n SNP 
increa es. An extensive amount of research has shown that S Ps can be linked with 
otherS Ps that are up to 100kb apart [3, 43]. Given this information, th algorithm 
will consider a pair of S Ps as linked if their physical distance on the chromosome is 
within 100kb in addition to their r 2 being greater than 1/3. 
When M[j, y] contains a missing value"-", the function Pval(M, j , Cx,dY]) finds 
a set of S Ps Z from the matrix L where each z E Z is strongly linked with the yth 
S P of matrix M, and uses that information to estimate the frequ ncy of Cx,i that 
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can occur in the missing position M[j, y]. 
L fr(M, Cx,i[y], z) 
Pval(M j, Cx,i[y]) = zEZ JZJ (4.8) 
The construction of the set Z returns a set of SNPs such that each z E Z is within 
100kb with the yth SNP of matrix M and the r2 value between z and y is > 1/3. It 
is possible to have an empty set Z for a set of loosely linked S Ps where all pairwise 
LD value in L are < 1/3. In this case, the set Z consists of all S Ps within 100kb 
of the yth SNP of matrix M. 
The function fr(M, Cx,i[y], z) in Equation 4.8 gives the average frequency of the 
allele Ck,i[Y] from matrix M. The allele Cx,dY] can be a major or a minor allele. Th 
idea of the function fr(M, Cx,i[y], z) is to compute the average fr quency of allele 
Cx,i[Y] from the SNPs that are in set Z . This gives the approximate frequency of the 
allele Cx,dY] that can occur in a missing position of the matrix M. 
The fitness of a haplotype pattern Cx,i[Y] as defined in Equation 4.3 needs to be 
validated by statistical significance tests. However, since these tests are computa-
t ionally exp nsive, only haplotype patterns whose fitness is above a threshold t are 
statistically tested. This threshold will reduce running time by excluding patterns 
with low frequencies of occurrence. Haplotype patterns with low fr quencies, e.g., 
< 0.05, need a large sample size (i.e. a large number of case and control individuals) 
to obtain significant statistical results [40, 20, 50]. Hence, haplotype patterns with a 
frequency of 2: t must have a frequency of > 0.05 in both case and control matrices. 
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4.3.3.3 Solution Quality Tests 
The next phase of the algorit hm computes several statistical tests to measure the 
significance of the frequency calculated in Equation 4.3. These statistical tests do not 
affect the fitness but are used to quantify the quality of the solution. 
Haplotype Risk Ratio 
Haplotype Relative Risk (HRR) is a standard m thad for 
calculating the associated risk of a haplotype in a case-control study [16]. It de-
fines the associated risk for each haplotypes for a di ease carrier group or the cases. 
This test requires computation of occurrences or counts of the haplotype pattern in 
matrix M and M' instead of the frequencies. In Section 4.3.3, we have computed th 
case and control frequencies for Cx,i· To obtain occurrences of Cx,i in case and control 
matrices, the numerator of Equation 4.4 is taken to compute HRR, which comput s 
the count of Cx,i in a matrix . 
Let a be th number of times haplotype Cx,i occurr d in case matrix M and b 
denote the number of occurrences in control matrix M'. The HRR for each Cx,i is 
computed using a 2 x 2 contingency table as shown in Table 4.1 such that HRR(Cx,i) 
= (a * d)/(b * c) . The value of HRR is considered to be significant if HRR(Gx,i) 
> 1.5 [34]. The HRR is calculated from a given case and control dataset ; hence it 
is important to quantify the significance level of the computed HRR value of each 
haplotype pattern Cx,i for this dataset. A Pearson's x2 test is used to quantify the 
significance of the HRR value of th haplotype pattern Cx,i for a giv n dataset and 
it has been suggested in the literature previously [9]. The x2 test is only performed 
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Cx,i Case Matrix M Control Matrix M' 
Count a b 
TotlliRow- Count c d 
Table 4.1: Contingency Table for Computing Haplotype Relative Risk for Cx,i · 
on those haplotypes whose HRR 2: 1. 5 to reduce computation time by ignoring hap-
lotypes with low or negligible relative risks. False positive r sults ar possibl after 
getting significant x2 values. To avoid false negative results, the p-value of a Cx,i is 
considered to be significant if p-value is ::; 0.001 with a 2 2: 10.83 [35]. 
Permutation Test 
As stated above, the x2 test is used to quantify the significance of a haplotyp pat-
tern's HRR value for the given dataset. The HRR value may show strong significance 
in the given dataset, which can be interpreted as significant by chance or as Type 1 
error. H nee, we need to determine the global significance of ach haplotype patt rn 
Cx,i· The Permutation test detects Type 1 error but is computationally exp nsive 
[66]; hence, it is only computed on those haplotype pattern wh re the comput d 
HRR value is> 1.5 and the associated x2 2: 10.83. This can be accurately validat d 
using a permutation test as follows: 
1. Let V be the value for x2 for the HRR of the haplotype pattern Cx,i from 
matrices M and M '. This value V repres nts the x2 value computed to evaluate 
the significance of HRR computed from the given M and M' matrices. Set count 
= 0. 
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2. Randomly reshuffle the case and control labels of each haplotype pair in matrix 
M and M' to obtain new case-control matrices. 
3. Compute x2 value V' for the haplotype Cx,i from the new matrices obtained in 
Step 2. 
4. If V' 2: V increment count . 
5. Repeat Steps 2-4 10,000 times. 
The empirical p-value can be obtained by dividing count by 10,000. The p-value is 
considered to be significant if it is ::; 0.0005 . 
4 .3 .3 .4 N iching 
Maintaining the diversity of members in a species helps prevent a population from 
reaching premature convergenc to a local optimum. Niching is a method that main-
tains diversity and prohibits different members of that species from crowding into the 
same area of the solution search space [32]. One common niching technique is fitness 
sharing, in which members of a species that are close to each other in solut ion search 
space have to share their fitness with each other. 
Two members are considered close if the distance between their associated geno-
types is within a certain threshold. In our algorithm, members are considered close if 
the Hamming distance between their genotypes is ::; 3. For example, if two members 
within a species have chromosomes 10101 *01 *O and 10001 *01 *O so that the Ham-
ming distance between them is 1, a 15 % penalty will be applied to one of them, 
decided randomly. There can be a set of members that are within the threshold of 
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Hamming distance with another member, in which case the penalty applies to all the 
members in that belonging to that set. The rate of penalty is an important issue in 
maintaining diversity as well as promoting a population to evolve more fit solutions. 
A high penalty rate might misdirect the evolutionary search. We therefor decided 
a relatively moderate penalty rate of 15% which will be reduced from the current 
fitness of a member Px,i · This penalty reduces the probability of member Px,i being 
selected to form the next generation. 
4.3.4 Genetic Operators 
In our CCGA scheme, the one-point crossover operator is applied to a pair of parents 
in a species Sx to produce an offspring. As stated in Section 4.3.2, each m mber 
in a species is a vector with fixed length l where at each position t here can be 0,1 
or *. A random point r is drawn from the range 1 to l, where l is length of the 
member chromosome for that species (see Figure 4.10(a)) . The offspring is produced 
by copying positions 0 to r-1 from the first parent and positions r to l from the second 
parent. The second genetic operator is the mutation operator. We have adapted the 
one point bit-flip mutation operator to produce an offspring (see Figure 4. 10(b)) . The 
mutation operator operates on a parent from a species Sx which is governed by the 
mutation rate. A position in the parent 's vector is chosen randomly and that position 
is flipped by the following rules: 
• if there is a 1, the bit is flipped to 0 
• if there is a 0, the bit is flipped to * 
• and if there is a *, the bit is flipped to 1. 
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Fig. 4.10: Operation of Crossover and Mutation Operators. (a) Crossover operator 
on two parents. (b) Mutation operator on one member. 
4.3.5 Se lection 
We have used random selection to select parents for the genetic operator application. 
During crossover, a pair of parents is randomly selected from the same species and 
for mutation one parent is randomly selected from a species. 
The proposed CCGA is steady-state, such that parents and offspring can comp t 
with each other in the survival selection process. This algorithm do s not maintain 
replacement rate; hence, any parent member can be replaced by a better offspring. A 
wide variety of techniques exist that implement selection and each of these selection 
techniques has their own pros and cons. In our selection t chnique, we have performed 
a pairwise competition between a parent and an offspring such that the more fitt r 
of the two is selected and kept for the next generation. 
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Parent Offspring !(Parent} !(Offspring} Selected 
a c' 0.16 0.99 c' 
b a' 0.63 0.12 b 
c e' 0.12 0.19 e' 
d b' 0.49 0.96 b' 
e d' 0.96 0.61 e 
Table 4.2: Example of the Selection Techniqu Used in the HPD CCGA. 
Table 4.2 gives an example of the selection mechanism that we have developed 
in our CCGA for a species with 5 members. The pairing of parents and offspring is 
random. However, each pair only appears once. In this way, the fittest member is 
selected only once, which gives other members an equal probability to be selected for 
t he next generation. This selection design of pairing parents and offspring randomly 
maintains the properties of the steady-state population. 
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Chapter 5 
Case Study Results 
The CCGA algorithm for the haplotype pattern detection problem was implem nted 
in a Java software package using JDK 1.5. The implemented software takes haplotypes 
of case and control data and applies the algorithm to detect haplotype patterns that 
are susceptible to a disease. Since computational time is a crucial factor for any 
algorithm we use numerical representation for the given case-control matrices instead 
of string representation because string computation is much more expensive. The 
implemented algorithm converts the string haplotype data into a binary matrix wher 
1 represents the major allele and 0 represents t he minor allele for each SNP site in 
the case-control matrices. 
The algorithm described in the previous chapter needs to b tested against pub-
lished datasets in order to measure the effectiveness of this algorithm against others 
proposed in the literature. In Section 5.1, the data sets that were used in our experi-
ments are described. In Section 5.2, the parameter setup for each experiment is given. 
CCGA performance is discussed in Section 5.3 and the haplotype patterns captured 
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by the CCGA from the datasets are discussed in Section 5.4. Finally, in Section 5.5, 
the limitations and the future work of the proposed CCGA are outlined. 
5.1 Dataset Descriptions 
The algorithm was applied to three different cohorts for two complex diseases. The 
original SNP datasets that we obtained consisted of genotype data. As stated in 
Chapter 3, our algorithm is designed for haplotypes; hence we applied a well known 
phasing algorithm implemented in the application PHASE v2.0 to obtain the hap-
lotypes for all three cohort genotype data. We have chosen PHASE v2.0 because 
the performance of PHASE v2.0 is best among all the existing phasing algorithms. 
The most accurate haplotype pair for each individual in a cohort obtained from the 
PHASE v2.0 application was converted into numerical format as described above. 
The first two cohorts were genotyp d from two Canadian populations for the 
disease Ankylosing Spondylitis(AS). AS is the most common cause of inflammatory 
arthritis and the genetic behavior of this disease is yet to be analyzed [8]. The most 
significant gene that is associated with AS is the HLA-B27 gene located on chromo-
some 6. Published research suggests that HLA-B27 operates by combining with other 
genes. Among these other genes, the ILl gene cluster has shown susceptibility to AS. 
The datasets for the AS cohorts were obtained from Maksymowych et al. [37], 
where the authors performed a haplotype association analysis on three Canadian 
cohorts from Alberta, Newfoundland, and Toronto. The Toronto dataset is not eth-
nically matched and our algorithm does not handle population admixture. Hence, 
we have studied two ethnically matched cohorts which were genotyped from Alberta 
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and ewfoundland populations. The genotypic region spans a 360kb that includes 
the ILl gene cluster located on human chromosome 2. Initially, 38 SNPs were gena-
typed which include the ILl gene cluster consisting of the ILlA, ILlB, IL1F7, IL1F9, 
IL1F6, IL1F8, IL1F5,IL1Fl0, and ILlRN genes. A core set of 20 SNPs were kept for 
haplotype pattern detection and 18 SNPs were excluded from the analysis by HWE 
deviation and tag SNP criteria (see Table 5.1). In both cohorts, the individuals that 
were genotyped were unrelated to each other, i.e., no familial relationship exists be-
tween the individuals. The Alberta cohort includes ethnically matched 200 white 
healthy controls and 200 AS patients. The obtained haplotypes from PHASE v2.0 
had 1.14% and 0.75% missing data in the case and control data, respectively. The 
Newfoundland cohort is relatively small with 150 white healthy controls and 112 AS 
patients. The haplotypes in this cohort contain 0.12% and 0.62% missing data in th 
case and controls, respectively. 
Another disease that was taken into consideration for our study is Schizophrenia. 
About 1% of t he population is affected by this complex disease [49]. This disease 
affects an individual by hereditary (inherited from family members) or by other envi-
ronmental and biological causes (i.e. infections, drug side effects) . Different res arch 
suggests that different areas of the human genome are associated with Schizophre-
nia and further investigation is required to pinpoint genomic regions for this disease. 
Nevertheless, the Netrin Gl gene has been suggested as one important region that 
shows susceptibility with Schizophrenia [2]. 
The third cohort in our experiment was taken from a previous study by Fukasawa 
et al. [18] that investigated Schizophrenia in the Japanese population. This cohort 
is the smallest among the three. The genotypic region consists of 10 SNPs that span 
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S Ps Major/Minor Allele Chromosome Position Gene 
1. rs2856836 T/C 113627229 ILl A 
2. rs3783550 A/C 113628031 ILl A 
3. rs378354 7 T/C 113628485 ILl A 
4. rs3783543 C/T 113631797 ILl A 
5. rs17561 G/T 113632369 ILl A 
6. rs3783526 G/A 113636953 ILl A 
7. rs1800794 C/T 113638419 ILl A 
8. rs1143643 G/A 113683448 ILlB 
9. rs1143634 C/T 113685536 ILlB 
10. rs1143630 C/A 113686801 ILlB 
11. rs3917356 G/A 113687509 ILlB 
12. rs3917354 A/C 113688041 ILlB 
13. rs1143627 T/C 1136 9533 ILlB 
14. rs3811047 G/A 113766556 IL1F7 
15. rs2723187 C/T 113770415 IL1F7 
16. rs895497 C/T 113858721 IL1F6 
17. rs1900287 A/G 113892711 IL1F8 
18. rs3811058 T/C 113927091 ILl FlO 
19. rs419598 T/C 113982349 ILlR 
20. rs315951 G/C 113985729 ILlR 
Table 5.1: The SNPs in the ILl Gene Cluster. 
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SNPs Major/Minor Allele Chromosome Position Gene 
1. rs4481881 T/C 105861098 Netrin G1 
2. rs4307594 T/C 105867847 etrin G1 
3. rs3924253 A/G 105895683 N trin G1 
4. rs4132604 G/T 106017575 Netrin G1 
5. rs3762369 C/T 106112333 N trin G1 
6. rs894904 T/C 106122620 Netrin G1 
7. rs2218404 G/T 106127339 etrin G1 
8. rs1373336 C/T 106152557 N trin G1 
9. rs1444042 A/G 106164632 Netrin G1 
10. rs96501 T/C 106193594 Netrin G1 
Table 5.2: The SNPs in the Netrin G1 Gene. 
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a 40kb region located on human chromosome 1p13.3 (see Table 5.1). This region 
includes the Netrin G1 gene which is also known as Laminet 1. The cohort consists of 
180 healthy controls and an equal number of schizophrenia patients. The haplotypes 
obtained from PHASE v2.0 provided complete haplotype pairs for each individual i.e. 
t here is no missing or ambiguous data. 
5.2 Experiment Setup 
The experiments on the three cohorts were carried out using the CCGA parameters 
given in Table 5.2. The optimal values for these parameters are not known for this 
problem but general knowledge adapted from different genetic algorithm applications 
was used to maintain a balance so that the algorithm's evolution is not so disruptive 
that it is effectively performing random search. The crossover rate was s t to 100% 
because one-point crossover is not as disruptive as uniform crossover [71]. To exploit 
the fitness landscape with adequate chromosomal swapping, this rate of crossover 
is favorable. The mutation rate was set to 5%. It is possible that the selected 
parameter values in Table 5.2 do not give the optimal performance. Since the objective 
of this thesis is to demonstrate that t he proposed CCGA algorithm can solve the 
HPD problem, not to design the most efficient CCGA algorithm, we only conduct 
experiments using this set of parameters. In our future work, we will inv stigate 
CCGA performance relative to other parameters sets for this problem. 
Each cohort was split into two species where each species contains an equal number 
of SNPs. The AL and NF cohorts contain 10 SNPs in each species. The population 
size of each species was set to 250 in the AL and NF cohorts. According to Equation 
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4.1, the Alberta AS cohort consists of:::; 320+1 x 200 or :::; 2,092,070,640,600 possible 
haplotype patterns and the Newfoundland AS cohort includes :::; 320+1 x 150 or :::; 
1,569,052,980,450 possible haplotype patterns. To search the large spaces in these 
two cohorts, a population size of 250 provides sufficient diversity for the population 
to evolve. Hence, the CCGA will examine (2 x 250 x 2) x 1000 = 1,000,000 haplotype 
patterns to find significant solutions in each run on the two cohorts. The Schizophre-
nia cohort contains 5 S Ps in each species because of its small number of S Ps. The 
entire search space of this cohort consists of :::; 310+1 x 180 or :::; 31,886,460 possible 
haplotypes. The population size for the Schizophrenia cohort was set to 25 because 
the dataset is smaller than the AS cohorts. The CCGA will evaluate (2 x 25 x 2) 
x 1000 = 100,000 haplotype patterns in each run. Note that in each cohort, the 
CCGA only samples a small portion of the search space to find significant haplotype 
patterns. 
The fitness threshold was set to t 2 0.1 0. This is the smallest fitness value of 
a haplotype pattern that enables performance of statistical significance tests. The 
niching penalty was set to 15%, i.e., any member that is clos (Hamming distance is 
< 3) to another member will be penalized by reducing the current fitness by 15%. 
5.3 Performance Evaluation 
As stated in Chapter 4, CCGA evolves multiple populations; hence, the evidence of 
evolution in individual species validates the behavior of a CCGA algorithm perfor-
mance. Figure 5.1 shows the evolution of different species in a single CCGA run on 
the three cohorts. The plot diagrams of each cohort were generated by computing the 
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Parameters ILl-AL ILl- F Netrin Gl 
umber of Generations 1000 1000 1000 
Crossover Rate 100% 100% 100% 
Mutation Rate 5% 5% 5% 
Numb r of Species 2 2 2 
Number of S Ps in Each Species 10 10 5 
Population Size in Each Species 250 250 25 
Fitness Threshold (t) 0.10 0.10 0.10 
umber of Runs 100 100 100 
icl1ing Penalty 15% 15% 15% 
umber of Permutation Test 10000 10000 10000 
Table 5.3: CCGA Parameters and Their Valu s. 
average population fitness of each species in each generation from a single run . Fig-
ure 5.l(a) shows that the fitness of both species converges around gen ration 100 on 
the AL cohort. The population fit ness improvement was steady with a high increase 
in the fitness value before generation 100. Both species evolv simultaneously from 
the beginning and some fitness differences can be observed between the two specie 
until the population fitness converges. Similarly, the F cohort hows a fast increas 
of average population fitness values in both species until generation llO (see Figure 
5.1(b)) . After that, the fitness improvem nts are small. 
The Schizophrenia cohort is the smallest cohort among the three and the exper-
imental setup was different . The simultaneous evolution of ach species in Figur 
5.1(c) shows similar behavior where the two species' averag population fitness im-
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proves very fast until generation 150, when it converges with a small ubsequ nt 
increase in the fitness value. 
The performance of individual species has been discussed based on a single run 
and it is important to investigate the combined performance of the species of the 
CCGA in different cohorts. In Fig 5.2 the combined average population fitness and 
the average maximum population fitness of both species are plott d for the three 
cohorts from a single run. The typical run of the proposed CCGA in the AL cohort 
showed that the species converges after generation 80, and both the average popula-
tion fitness and the average maximum population fitness converge. In contrast, the 
NF cohort fitness curve is not as smooth as the AL cohort curve; the NF cohort shows 
that an increase on maximum population fitness also affects the average population 
fitness. The combined fitness in the Schizophrenia cohort shows rapid evolution until 
generation 180 and after that, the average maximum fitness completely converged 
such that the average fitness curve shows small increases but the maximum fitness 
remains unchanged. 
The algorithm performance was different in terms of computation time. The com-
putation varies in each run because of the execution of the permutation test. In a 
single run for any three cohorts, if the CCGA finds more significant haplotypes, then 
it takes more time to compute because of the permutation tests. The approximat 
time for a single CCGA run in the AL and NF cohorts was approximately 16 min-
utes and the Schizophrenia cohort running time was approximately 7 minutes on a 
Pentium 1. 73Ghz machine. This computation time is significantly smaller than that 
for lassical statistical algorithms. One classical statistical algorithm that we have 
studied for time comparison is WHAP. The application WHAP applies an omnibus 
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statistical test in each window to quantify the significance by a p-value [37]. We have 
tested WHAP on the ILl cohort with a 3 SNP sliding window analysis. Each window 
takes about 1.5 hours to compute the p-value after 10,000 permutations on a pentium 
1.73GHz machine. Since the ILl data consists of 20 SNPs, which give us 18 distinct 
windows (each window with 3 SNPs), it will take approximately 27 hours to compute 
all 18 windows. The execution time of our algorithm for 1000 generations on the 
ILl-AL and ILl-NF cohorts takes about 20 minutes for each. It shows our method 
has the potential to be applied to moderately large sized datasets. 
The performance of a genetic algorithm should not be evaluated by its single run 
performance. The performance of the CCGA from a single run does not demonstrate 
the consistency because the result can be obtained by chanc . It is wise to evaluate 
the performance of the CCGA by executing multiple runs on the same datasets. We 
have executed the proposed algorithm 100 times on each of the three cohorts. The 
average population fitness and the average maximum population fitness of each run 
was computed to observe the consistency. 
In the AL cohort we can see a very consistent performance of the algorithm. In 
Figure 5.3(a), the fitness plot of 100 runs demonstrates that these results are not 
obtained by chance or random search; instead it shows consistent performance of 
the evolutionary process of the proposed CCGA. The minimum value of the average 
population fitness in the AL cohort among the 100 runs is 0.063, which is an outlier 
as shown in Figure 5.4. This outlier does not represent the overall performance of 
the CCGA in the AL cohort because the mean of the average population fitness in 
95% of the runs lies between 0.116 and 0.127. This consistency is also observed in 
the average maximum population fitness, where the mean of the average maximum 
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population fitness in 95% of the runs lies between 0.138 to 0.150 (see Figure 5.3 and 
Table 5.4). 
The NF cohort also shows a similar behavior where the average population fitness 
in most of the runs lies between 0.099 and 0.107. The minimum average population 
fitness among this 100 runs of the NF cohort (0.05) is also an outlier which does not 
represent the average performance of the algorithm (see Figure 5.3(b) and Table 5.4). 
The average maximum population fitness also shows consistent performance, where 
95% of the runs shows the mean of the average maximum population fitness value 
between 0.130 and 0.137. 
The schizophrenia cohort shows less consistent performance, where 95% of the 
runs shows average population fitness mean is between 0.081 and 0.091. There exist 
few outliers in the average population fitness plot from the 100 run . The average 
maximum population fitness in the Schizophrenia cohort shows consistent perfor-
mance, where 95% of the runs showed the average maximum population fitness mean 
is between 0.10 and 0.11 (Figure 5.3(c) and see Table 5.4). 
We have observed the consistent performance of the CCGA algorithm from the 
100 runs. The algorithm always maintained a significant difference between its av-
erage population fitness and average maximum population fitness (see Figure 5.3). 
The box plot in Figure 5.4 shows the mean of average population fitness and the av-
erage maximum population fitness is different in all three cohorts. It is important to 
quantify the relationship between the average population fitness and the average max-
imum population fitness by performing statistical tests. This statistical significance 
of the difference between the two fitnesses (average population fitness and average 
maximum fitness) obtained from the 100 runs will establish consistent performance 
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of the proposed CCGA algorithm for the HPD problem. The 100 run re ult s hav 
been test d using the t-test to improve the confidence of the result . 
A t-t st computes the probability that two dataset s are different . The null hy-
pothesis of this test considers that there is no difference b tween th mean value 
of the two data series and the alternate hypothesis is otherwise. A p-value with the 
significance level < 0.05 implies that the mean difference between the two data series 
is not due to chance; hence it is sufficient to reject the null hypothesis. W have 
applied the t-t st on the two data seri s where one set of data points is th av rage 
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Average Fitness 
Cohort Runs Average Min Max Std Mean(95%CI) 
ILl-AL 100 0.121 0.063 0.160 0.030 0.122(0.116- 0.127) 
ILl- F 100 0.103 0.05 0.13 0.016 0.104(0.099- 0.107) 
Netrin Gl 100 0.085 0.043 0.116 0.019 0.085(0.081- 0.091) 
Average Maximum Fitness 
Cohort Runs Average Min Max Std Mean(95%CI) 
ILl-AL 100 0.143 0.082 0.180 0.027 0.144(0.138- 0.150) 
ILl-NF 100 0.133 0.074 0.173 0.022 0.134(0.130- 0.137) 
Netrin Gl 100 0.104 0.051 0.154 0.024 0.105(0.100- 0.110) 
Table 5.4: Distribution Characteristics of Average Population and Average Maximum 
Population Fitness for 100 Runs (AL, NF and Japanese Cohorts). 
population fitness and the other set is the average maximum population fitness ob-
tained from the 100 CGGA runs. Table 5.5 shows that the difference between these 
two fitness values for each cohort is significant (p < 0.0001) . These statistical tests 
justify the conclusion that evolutionary force directs the search performance of the 
proposed CCGA scheme. 
5.4 SNP Cohort Results 
In t he previous section, we evaluated the performance of the proposed CCGA algo-
rithm in terms of evolutionary behavior of the algorithm. The performance of the 
algorithm also needs to be analyzed based on the detected haplotype patterns from 
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Cohort Run stdv t p-value 
IL1-AL 100 0.028 5.32 <0.0001 
IL1-NF 100 0.019 10.8 <0.0001 
Netrin G1 100 0.022 6.05 <0.0001 
Table 5.5: Significance Tests of Average Population Fitness and Average Maximum 
Population Fitness (AL, NF and Japanese Cohorts). 
the three cohorts using the proposed CCGA and how these results compare with pre-
vious results obtained using classical statistical techniques. In Section 5.4.1, the two 
Ankylosing Spondilitis (AS) cohort results will be discussed and in Section 5.4.2, the 
Schizophrenia cohort results are discussed. 
5.4 .1 Ankylosing Spondylit is (AS) Data 
In this section we will discuss the results obtained for the two AS cohorts after run-
ning the CCGA 100 times, and compare these results with the published results by 
Maksymowych et al. [37]. In that work, the authors conducted their analysis in 
two phases. In the first phase, they performed single window analysis, in which th y 
obtained 4 SN Ps (rs3783550, rs3783543, rs3783526 and rsl143627) with significant 
association with AS in the AL cohort. In the second phase, the authors performed 
omnibus statistics in each 3-window haplotypes, and the final p-value is obtained by 
permuting the data 10,000 times. They reported that several haplotype windows in 
the ILIA, ILIB and IL1F7 genes show significant susceptibility to AS in the AL co-
hort. The most significant haplotypes in the ILIA and ILIB genes were obtained from 
the SNPs rs3783543, rs1756I, rs3783536, rs1800794, rsl143643, rsl143634, rsl143630, 
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rs3917356, rs3917354,and rs1143627. The authors did not find any susceptible SNPs 
or haplotypes in the NF cohort. 
The same region (ILl gene cluster) has also been analyzed by Timms et al. [59] 
in a British parent-case study (i.e. parents are controls and affected siblings are 
cases). The authors have performed both single window and 2-window analyses. 
They reported that strong association was found in ILlB, IL1F8 and ILlFlO. The 
authors also point out the weak association in the IL1F7 gene but have not found 
any weak or strong association in the ILIA gene. 
In our results, 53 significant haplotype patterns were identified in the AL co-
hort with a global p < 0. 0005 and HRR ~ 1.5 after permuting the case-control 
data 10,000 times. The haplotypes that we found from the AL cohort contain all 
major alleles from SNPs rs3783550, rs3783543, rs3783526, rs1143630, rs3917354, 
rs1143627,rs2723187,and rs3811058 (see Figure 5.5 and 5.6). These SNPs include 
the genes ILlA, ILlB, IL1F7, and ILlFlO. In our results, the SNPs rs3783550, 
rs3783543, rs3783526 and rs1143627 were also identified by the Maksymowych et al. 
single window analysis. The significant haplotyp patterns obtained by the CCGA 
from the SNPs rs3783550, rs3783543, rs3783526, rs1143630, rs3917354, rs1143627, 
and rs3811058 that includes ILlA, ILlB and ILlFlO genes are in strong accordance 
with two previous independent studies [37, 59]. 
The haplotype patterns that we have found show susceptibility of the ILlFlO 
gene with AS, which contradicts Maksymowych et al. but is in strong agrement with 
Timms et al. The SNP rs2723187 with underlying gene IL1F7 shows relatively weak 
association in our results and very few haplotypes detected by our CCGA include 
the SNP rs2723187. The weak association of t his SNP agrees with that reported 
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by Timms et al. The most significant haplotype TT was captured from the S Ps 
rsll43627 and rs3811058 with a frequency difference (in case and control matrix) of 
0.18 and a HRR is 2.19 with a global p < 0.0001. Most of the haplotype patterns 
we obtained from the AL cohort contain a suffix of these two alleles. The haplotype 
A CG CTT is the longest haplotype captured in the AL cohort with a frequency differ-
ence of 0.16 and the HRR is 1.96 with a global p <0.0001 that is obtained from S Ps 
rs3783550, rs3783543, rs3783526, rsl143630, rs1143627 and rs3811058 (see Figure 
5.5) . 
The results that we have obtained from the NF cohort using the CCGA are not 
significant in terms of the number of haplotype patterns detected by the algorithm. 
Only two haplotypes were detected with smaller frequency differences between case 
and controls (see Figure 5.7 and 5.8). The haplotypes with significant association 
with AS obtained from the NF cohort include genes IL1A, IL1B and IL1RN. The 
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Fig. 5.7: Haplotype Patterns Captured from 100 Runs (NF cohort) . 
most significant haplotype observed in this cohort is AGCCTG and the HRR of this 
haplotype is 2.12 with a p-value of 0.0002 which is obtained from SNPs rs3783550, 
rs3783526, rs1143634, rs1143630, and rs315951 (see Figure 5.7). 
5.4 .2 Schizophrenia Data 
Two analyses have been done in t he etrin G 1 gene region that is located on chro-
mosome 1. Fukasawa et al. [18] conducted a case-control cohort analysis from the 
Japanese population that included genotypes for 10 SNPs in t his etrin G 1 region. 
The authors performed single window, 2-window and 3-window analyses to evaluate 
SNPs and their underlying haplotypes for possible susceptibility to schizophrenia . 
In their single window analysis, they have found significant association (p < 0.05) 
in S P rs1373336. The 2-window and 3-window analyses showed significant asso-
ciation with haplotypes from SNPs rs894904, rs2218404, rs1373336, and rs1444042. 
The authors concluded that rs1373336 was t he most significant SNP which has been 
detected by the three different analyses. 
In another independent study [2], t he authors performed a family based analysis 
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on a broader chromosomal region that also includes the 10 SNPs in the Netrin G1 
gene region. The authors reported strong association of S Ps rs4307594, rs3924253, 
rs1373336 and rs96501 in their single window results. In their 3-window analysis, the 
SNPs rs4307594, rs3924253, rs4132604, rs2218404, rs1373336, and rs1444042 showed 
susceptibility to Schizophrenia. The results in both studies d tected the susceptibility 
of rs1373336 to Schizophrenia. 
In our results, we have found 8 haplotype patterns consisting of SNPs rs4481881, 
rs4307594, rs3924253, rs4132604, rs1373336, rs1444042 and rs96501 (see Figure 5.9 
and 5.10). Our results also show that rs1373336 is the most significant SNP because 
all the haplotype patterns detected by the CCGA from the Schizophrenia cohort 
contain the major allele from SNP rs1373336. The haplotype patterns that were 
captured by the CCGA contain major alleles in all S Ps except rs4132604, where the 
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rare allele was included in the haplotype patterns. The most significant haplotype 
captured by our algorithm is ACT from S P rs3924253, rs1373336, and rs96501, such 
that the HRR is 2.34 with p < 0.0001. 
5.5 Algorithm Limitations and Future Work 
In light of our results above, ther ar some significant issues that our algorithm 
design did not consider. One such issue was the population stratification bia . Recent 
studies have suggested that there exist significant differences in different population 
genetic maps and genomes. These studies also have shown differ nt populations 
contain different haplotype structure [19, 26, 58]. The rea ons for these differences 
include environmental effects, diseases etc. It is important that all population-ba d 
genetic research acknowledge t his stratification bias. Our propo d CCGA algorithm 
is designed to detect SNPs and the underlying haplotypes from a case-control cohort 
that is ethnically matched. In other words, the individuals in the cases and the 
controls must have the same ethnic background. A cohort with mixed ethnicity 
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will disrupt the accuracy of the algorit hm because mixed ethnicity will introduce a 
stratification bias which this algorithm does not consider while computing haplotype 
frequencies. Hence, using a mixed population in a cohort might produce false positive 
results. 
Statistical tests often produce false positive results and there exist various tech-
niques to reduce these false positive results. One prominent method is called multiple 
test correction. Multiple correction tests multiply obtained p-valu s from a series of 
tests by the number of tests performed. Hence, for a large number of tests, the 
multiple correction test is not applicable because to pass multiple correction test the 
p-values must be really small [42, 41]. In our proposed algorithm it is not possible 
to apply multiple test correction because the number of tests our algorithm performs 
makes it unrealistic to apply multiple test correction. Genome-wide association also 
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faces the same problem because of the large number of tests it performs [42] . The 
permutation test is a well known technique and has become the standard way of 
reducing false positive results in the haplotype pattern association study. We have 
applied this technique (see Section 4.3) in our algorithm to obtain a higher level of 
accuracy in th results. 
Another cause of false positive results is the sample size of the cohort. There is 
a strong correlation between the statistical significance and the sampl size. Small 
sample sizes may not represent the entire population and tend to produce false ta-
tistical significance results. This is a substantial risk when the result is interpreted 
as significant by chance. It is problematic to obtain a large cohort for such analysis; 
hence, the results of the smaller cohort should be interpreted carefully. Although 
there is no minimum sample size required for a cohort to be meaningful for statistical 
analysis, it has been proven that large sample sizes produce more accurate results 
[10, 41, 50]. 
In our algorithm we have used the haplotypes that are phased from the genotype 
data using the PHASE v2.0 algorithm. The accuracy of the produced haplotypes 
is an important factor for our analysis. The variability of the produced haplotypes 
from genotype data using different algorithms can affect any genetic analysis u ing 
haplotypes. The wrong haplotype or a large amount of missing data in the haplotyp 
will severely hinder the accuracy of our algorithm. Diff r nt phasing algorithms 
produce diff rent results with variable ranges in accuracy [33, 61]. We should b 
cautious in using phasing algorithms and notice the accuracy level each algorithm 
produces. 
The proposed method of handling missing data should be revised for the use of 
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general haplotype analysis. This propose method integrates concepts of SNP linkage. 
The quality control filter that HapMap uses can be modified by integrating the pro-
posed method of handling missing data because it will then allow the ignored data 
to be included in the HapMap study. 
The proposed algorithm and its computation time implies that moderately large 
sizeS P cohort data can be analyzed using this algorithm. However, we need to an-
alyze more disease cohorts using this algorithm to verify the accuracy of the proposed 
CCGA algorithm. The population stratification bias is problematic to handle and it 
is hard to obtain an ethnically matched dataset. Hence, the control of stratification 
bias needs to be implemented in this algorithm. Future work on this problem should 
also be directed to perform a genome-wide association analysis using the proposed 
CCGA scheme. There is no existing method that can test genome-wide haplotype 
association. For a genome-wide association analysis, it may be feasible to use the 
proposed CCGA scheme where the genome can be decomposed into 23 species and 
each species will evolve an entire human chromosome. Given the increase in time 
complexity because the large number of SN Ps will increase the search space expo-
nentially, a parallel computing implementation of the CCGA scheme will probably 
be required. Additional speedups may be obtained by considering alternate (possibly 
heuristic approximations) of the various fitness-evaluation and collaboration mecha-
nisms described in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
W have proposed an algorithm that detects the susceptible SNPs and their under-
lying haplotypes for a complex disease using a populations case-control cohort . The 
algorithm uses a search method that allows detection of variable length haplotype 
patterns and the ability to detect such patterns from multiple genes simultaneously. 
The algorithm uses haplotype data that is obtained from various phasing algorithms 
and allows missing or unambiguous data in the haplotypes. The algorithm applies 
a variant genetic algorithm, namely, cooperative coevolutionary genetic algorithm 
(CCGA). The algorithm was applied to three different cohorts and the obtained re-
sults showed strong accordance with previously published results. The algorithm is 
specifically designed for an ethnically matched cohort and is not designed for genome 
wide-association. 
The work presented in this thesis provides a technique for handling the missing 
or ambiguous data using the knowledge of LD structure of the chromosomal region. 
This technique may be applicable to any analysis using haplotype data. However , 
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the algorithm does not address the population stratification bias and that is one 
challenge for the future development of the proposed CCGA scheme. Handling this 
bias will allow the detection of SNPs and haplotypes for a complex disease in multiple 
ethnically distinct populations. 
Current advances in genotyping technology allow us to genotype millions of SNPs 
of the entire human genome [58]. In a genome-wide case-control cohort it is still 
a challenge to perform haplotype association analysis due to the large number of 
SNPs. Our proposed CCGA scheme will need modification to scale up with such 
large amounts of data. One possible set of modifications is given in S ction 5.5. 
Two additional types of modifications are - ( i) parallelization of the CCGA and 
(ii) optimization of CCGA parameters and the statistical test parameters relative to 
whole-genome datasets. Techniques for parallelizing a CCGA can be adopted from 
previous literature [27]; however, how to efficiently optimize CCGA and statistical 
test parameters relative to very large datasets is an open problem. 
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